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Mobile Energy Laboratory (MEL) testingcapabilitiesduring the first and
second quarters of fiscal year (FY) 1991. The MELs, developedby the U.S.
Departmentof Energy (DOE) Federal EnergyManagemep_Program (FEMP),are
administeredby PacificNorthwestLaboratory (PNL)_ajand the Naval Energy
and EnvironmentalSupportActivity (NEESA)for energy testing and energy
• conservationprogram supportfunctionsat federalfacilities. The using
agenciesprincipallyfund MEL applications,while DOE/FEMP funds program
administrationand capabilityenhancementactivities.
Q
This report fulfills the requirementsestablishedin Section 8 of the MEt
Use Plan (PNL-6861)for semiannualreportingon energy-efficiencytesting
activitiesusing the MEL capabilities. The MEL Use Committee,formally
establishedin 1989, developedthe HEL Use Plan and meets semiannuallyto
establishpriorities for energy-efficienttesting applicationsusing the MEL
capabilities. The MEL Use Committeeis composed of one representativeeach of
the U.S. Nepartmentof Energy,U.S. Army, U.S. Air Force, U.S. Navy, and other
federalagencies.
1.1 MANAGEMENTACTIVITIES
The semiannualmeeting of the MEL Use Committeewas held October 24-25,
1990, in Chicago, Illinois. Among the key issues discussedwere revisionsto
the HEL Use Plan, the potentialfor MEL applicationswithin other Army and Air
Force commands,approval of new equipmentpurchases,and the currentstatus of
MEL activitiesfor the Army Forces Command (FORSCOM).
PNL followedup on requestsreceived last reportingperiGd for possible
MEL applicationsfrom the Lake City Army AmmunitionPlant, Independence,
Missouri (Army Materiel Command [AMC]);the Departmentof Transportation-Urban
Mass Transit Authority,Chicago; and the U.S. Departmentof Agriculture/U.S.
Forest Service, WashingtonD.C. In addition,PNL receivedtwo inquiries
regardingMEL capabilitiesand applications. These were from Susan Debelle of
the WesternArea Power Authority (Golden,Colorado)and Tom Beyer of Battelle
Memorial Institute(Columbus,nhio). Both inquiriesfocused on MEL testing
applicationsfor use in utility programverificationof energy-efficiency
technologies. Each inquirywas followed up with summary informationand
capabilitiesstatements.
The FORSCOMMEL activitiesare supportedby Tim Thomas (404) 362-3157 and
" Adrian Gillespie (404) 362-7163 at FORSCOM. Mr. Thomas and Mr. Gillespietook
over the FORSCOMprogram from Mr. Jim Vasiloff,who retired at the end of
November 1990. During the reportingperiod, the day-to-daytechnical
- management and review activitiesof the FORSCOMprojectare managed for
FORSCOMby the SavannahDistrict Corps of Engineers(SAS). In November 1990,
!a) PacificNorthwest LaSoratoryis operated by BattelleMemorial Institute
for the U.S. Departmentof Energy under ContractDE-ACO6-76RLO1830.
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a signed project order from FORSCOMwas received by DOE and PNL in the amount
of $1.2 million for continuingMEL activitiesat FORSCOM sites.
In October 1990, Pacific NorthwestLaboratoryAppraisalReport forms were
mailed to personnelat nine sites for evaluatingsite visit, testing, and
technicalassistance activitiesbeing conductedby PNL as part of the FORSCOM
work.
1.2 SITE TESTING AND RELATEDACTIVITIES
During the reportingperiod, five MEL AssignmentPlans (MAPs)were
prepared identifyingtestingto be undertaken at the Lake City Army Ammunition
Plant and Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton. Over 19 tests were completed at
six FORSCOMsites (Forts Lewis, Sam Houston, Irwin, Stewart,Ord, and Hunter
Army Air Field),one Army Materiel Command site (Lake City Army Ammunition
Plant), seven U.S. Navy sites (NavalAir Depot Pensacola,LakehurstNaval Air
Station, Naval Station San Diego, PublicWorks Center Norfolk,Marine Corps
Base Barstow,Public Works Center Guam, National Naval Medical Center), one
Departmentof Transportationsite (MerchantMarine Academy), and one DOE site
(Hanford).
Significantactivitiesat these sites during this reportingperiod
include
• conductingin-situ chillerperformanceevaluationat Fort Sam Houston and
Hunter Army Air Field
• completinga baselineof electrical usage in 14 buildingsand the central
plant at the National Naval Medical Center and three buildingsand two
central boilers at the Merchant Marine Academy to ascertainthe potential
for shared energy savings projects at these sites
• completingthe electric energy baseline and efficiencyresource
assessmentat Fort Lewis to support the continuingdevelopmentof the
model programto allow the serving utility to purchaseenergy
conservationresourcesfrom the site through installationof energy-
efficienttechnologies
• initiatinga survey and evaluationof manufacturersof automatedmeter-
readingequipmentto identifythe best technologiesfor potential
applicationat Fort Carson and other Departmentof Defense (DOD) sites
• undertakinga heating plant modificationsstudy at the Naval Underwater
Systems Center and evaluatingthe potentialfor dual fuel operations
• initiatingseveral projects at the Departmentof Energy'sHanford Site
includingpersonal computer and associatedauxiliaryequipmentenergy
usage study, electricalmetering of buildingsand chillers, and metering
of lighting and energy usage at the Federal Building
• evaluatingload-sheddingoptions and thermal storagefeasibility,and
upgradingboilers and distributionsystems at severalU.S. Navy sites.
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A projectwas initiated,n February 1991 to link Fort Drum with a
tailored demand-sideprogramby the serving utility,Niagara Mohawk,developed
specificallyfor its federalcustomers. This program is similarto the
program developedfor Fort Lewis and would be applied at up to four federal
sites in the NiagaraMohawk serviceterritory. This model programwould
systematicallyevaluate all potentialenergy savingsopportunitiesat the site
and allow the site to take advantageof technologiesoffered by the utility.
. 1.3 SIGNIFICANTTEST FINDINGS
Significantfindings from the testing activityduring the reporting
. period are as follows:
• Results from testing compressorsat Fort Carson indicatethat the
replacementair compressorsare approximately9% more energy-
efficientthan the old compressor,resulting in an annual savingsof
about $10,000 over the lifetimeof the compressors. However, there
appears to be significantleakage in the air distributionsystem,
causing higher loading on the compressors. This has resulted in
increasedenergy usage for a fairly constant demand for compressed
air during the monitoringperiod. The energy and demand cost
savings from improvementsin the distributionsystem would be
approximately$2350/year.
• The commissaryat Fort Lewis used electrical power at the rate of
390 kWh/dayduring the test period. This correspondsof an energy
use intensity(EUI) of 49 KWh/ft2-yr. The EUI results indicated
that the commissary is a relativelyefficientenergy user compared
to similarbuildingsmonitoredby PNL in the region.
• The pump motors on the sewage treatmentplant tested at Fort Lewis
appearedto be operatingsatisfactorily. However,there appeared to
be a persistentphase imbalance,caused primarilyby excessive
current in the C phase. This is the likely cause of the frequent
"trip-out"being experienced.
• Becauseof the shape of the curves For the individualfeeders
metered at the Fort Stewart substation,there appear to be few
opportunitiesfor load sheddingor peak shaving. The most promising
opportunitiesfor saving energy appear to be in installationof
energy conservationmeasures such as high-efficiencylights and
insulation.
• From the monitoringdata in Building 200 at Fort McPherson, it is
apparentthat the building has a significantovernightand weekend
- "base" load. This is likely due to the high loadingand usage of
computingequipment and heating,ventilating,and air-conditioning
(HVAC) system operation. Becauseof this factor, the EUI is 70% to
200% greater compared to buildingsof similar size and type,
depending upon the season. Suggestedareas for saving energy in the
building include installingenergy-efficientlighting,adjusting
nighttimethermostat set pointc, and reducing ventilationrates
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during nonworking hours in those areas of the building that are not
occupi ed.
• The energy use baselineassessmentat the National Naval Medical
Center providedsufficientdata to recommendprobable shared energy
savings (SES) projects. The principalSES project opportunities
identifiedare I) retrofitsto lightingsystems, 2) thermalstorage,
and 3) gas-drivenchillers.
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• Detailed centralboiler and whole-buildingoperationaland baseline
data to supportthe procurementof energy improvementsfinanced by a
utilityor SES contractorwere providedto the Merchant Marine
Academy. The electricusage in three large monitored buildings
showed a baselineof 320 kVA and a daytime load of about 200 kVA
above the baseload. Not only are there significantopportunities
for high-efficiencylighting and controls retrofitsin the
Ouildings,but a significantfractionof the baseload likely
consists of equipmentthat can be turned off at night and weekends.
The two central boiler delivery efficienciescan be improvedby
retubing the boilers,preheatingcombustionair with a stack
recovery heat exchanger,improvingboiler and excess air trimming
controls, and reducingsteam pressure.
• Temperatureand humiditycontrol were evaluatedfor the Lake City
Army AmmunitionPlant. Current controllersproved to be accurate to
within 2°F and were controllingto within 4°F. Several
recommendationsare made for furtherevaluationand improvementin
the temperatureand humidity control in the chargingwings. This
included replacing,or refurbishingand recalibrating,strip chart
controllers/recordersin the charging area to give more accurate
control for temperatureand humidity;replacingcontrollersin the
electronicslaboratory;and reevaluatingthe temperatureand
humidity conditionsunder which operationsneed to be curtailedfor
productquality. Additional long-termmonitoringof temperaturewas
recommendedto better characterizethe operatingconditions.
• An assessmentof thermalenergy storagefeasibilityfor the Public
Works Center (PWC)Norfolk was completedby NEESA. A load-shedding
assessmentwas also completed. A load-sheddingsystem would use
radio-controlledswitches to shed air conditioningloads during peak
electrical consumptionperiods.
• The resultsof the Fort Lewis electricalenergy assessment indicatethat
approximately40 million kWh/yr of efficiencyresource are availableat a
cost of less than $O.03/kWh. A partnershipproject is expected,with 85%
of the costs of the technologiesto be providedby the utility. These
technologieswould reduce the site's annual electricitybill by nearly
$750,000. The work is continuing in the third quarter of FY91 with the
nonelectricassessmentand continuednegotiationsbetweenthe site and
the utility.
1.4 EQUIPMENT
Richard Szydlowskiof PNL met with RichardRundus and Lee Edgar of the
U.S. Army Corps of EngineersConstructionEngineeringResearch Laboratory
(CERL) in October 1990, to discuss automaticmeter reading (AMR) projects.
Jim Heller from NEESA also attendedthe meeting. CERL has severalongoingAMR
activities,primarily in family housing, that could be applicableto the AMR
project being undertakenfor FORSCOMat Fort Carson.
The capability to measure hot water flow in the form of steam system
condensatereturn was developedand proven out in testing at Fort Lewis. The
. flow measuringand signal conditioningequipmentwas searchedout and custom-
orderedto accomplishthis task. Hardwarewas procuredwith the remainderof
the FY90 FEMP equipmentfunds. This gives the MEL an additionalcapability,
primarilyfor situationswhere direct measurementof steam flow is impossible.
Major equipmentpurchasedand received during the reportingperiod
includes
• two portable computersand software
• data collection computer and software
• IO0-MB hard drive
• two multisync three-dimensionalmonitors
• facsimile/datamodem
• two laser printers and two portable printers
• two cellular telephonesand compatiblemodems
• electromaticultrasonicthicknessgauge
• pressure calibrationsystem
• Solomat Solopac Plus
• halogen leak detector
• combustion analyzer
• two SynergisticsControl Systems C180 data loggers
• 12 large current transformers
• eight paddlewheelflow meters and signal conditioning




Four test reports were completed,reviewed,and submittedto the site
this reportingperiod. These were
• Final Test Report FTMAC-O03-90/IO/19CombustionEfficiencyof 10
SmalI Boilers
• Final Test Report FTMAC-O01-90/IO/30Boiler Combustion/Delivery
Efficiency
• Final Test Report LEWIS-O05-90/IO/30CommissaryElectric Profile
• Final Test Report for Lake City Army Ammunition Plant
Temperature/Humidity Study in Buildings #3 and #65 Charging Wings.
Four test reports were drafted and submittedfor review. These were
• Draft Test Report CARSON-O03-91/03/20Building8000 Air Compressor
Repl acement
• Draft Test Report FTMAC-O02-91/04/05Building 200 (C21=)Electrical
Usage Evaluation
• Draft Test Report STWRT-OO1-R1-91/04/12ElectricSubstation
Monitoring
• Draft Test Report LEWIS-O03-91/04/15Sewage EffluentPump Analysis.
In addition,the followingsignificantdocumentsand reportswere
preparedduring the reportingperiod"
• Feasibility Analysis for a Shared Energy Savings Lighting Retrofit
at Ft. McPherson
• Ft. Lewis Electric Energy Baseline and EfficiencyResource
Assessment
• Energy Use Basel ining Study for the National Naval Medical Center
• U.S. Maritime AdministrationMerchant Marine AcademyMonitoring to
Support a Shared Energy Savings Procurement.
2.0 PROGRAHDESCRIPTION
The U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE) FederalEnergy ManagementProgram
(FEMP)Office provides leadershipand assistanceto federal agencieson energy
management issues. Becausemuch of the federalinfrastructureis old and was
built when energy was of relativelylow value and cost, it now presents
tremendouschallengesand opportunitiesfor energy-efficiencyimprovement.
FEMP has developed this unique program of technicalsupport and guidance to
. assist federalagencies in identifyingand implementingcost-effectiveenergy-
saving projects.
. 2.I SCOPE
Mobile Energy Laboratoriesare deployed for on-siteevaluationof energy
use efficiency. Energy use metering and analysisequipment is provided to
test the efficiencyof energy conversionand distributionsystems:as well as
end-use applications. Specific test proceduresare being developedfor common
investigations. Trained engineersand specialistsconduct tests with the
assistanceof host facility staff and contractors.
Reports are producedto describe the testing,test results,and suggested
courses of action. These reportscan be used to justify changes in operating
procedures,maintenanceefforts, system designs,or energy-usingequipm,nt.
The MEL capabilitiesare instrumentalin the identificationand acquisitionof
energy efficiencyat federalfacilities,primarilyas part of utility-federal
partnershipdemand-sidemanagement programs. The MEL capabilitiesare also
used to evaluate and verify the results of energy efficiencyand load
managementprojects institutedat a facility.
2.2 ORGANIZATION
The MEL Use Plan (PNL-6861)recognizesthe need for, and advantages_f,
centralizedadministration,test proceduredevelopment,and enhancementof the
MEL program. DOE provides new equipment and upgradesexisting equipmentas
new capabilitiesare developed. The equipment,engineers,and specialistsare
made availableto federal agencies and facilitieswho provide fundingfor the
direct costs associate6with MEL applications.
PacificNorthwestLaboratory (PNL) and the Naval Energy and Environmental
SupportActivity (NEESA)are jointly responsiblefor MEL enhancement,
equipmentcalibration,test proceduredevelopment,testing, and overall
managementand reporting requirementsfor applyingthe MELs. Both PNL and




In 1988, DOE assignedPNL responsibilityfor MEL administrationand
managementto better coordinateand enhanceMEL applicationsfor most of the
federalagencies not served by NEESA. Alternatively,NEESA serves primarily
testingactivities as required for the U.S. Navy, and has been doing so under
the MEL programsince 1985.
• 3.1 MEL USE COMMITTEEAND FEMP SUPPORTACTIVITIES
The semiannualmeeting of the MEL Use Committeewas held October 24-25,
1990, in Chicago, Illinois. /_nongthe key issuesdiscussedwere revisionsto
the NEL Use Plan, promotionof MEL within other Army and Air Force commands,
approval of new equipmentpurchases, and the current status of MEL activities
for FORSCOM. In general, the meeting providedample _pportunityfor
programmaticand technicalexchange of information. The minutes from the
meeting are given in Attachment 1.
Final arrangementswere made for the semiannualMEL Use Committeemeeting
to be held April 2-3 in Orlando, Florida. Representativesfrom the Army
(FORCESCommand),Air Force (Air Force LogisticCenter), Navy (NEESA),DOE
(FermiLaboratory),FEMP, and PNL are scheduledto attend. The final
revisionswere made to the #EL Use Plan, and the documentwas prepared for
signoffby the MEL Use Committeemembers. A list of suggestedequipmentfor
the MEL to be purchasedby PNL with $37,500of FY 91FEMP funds was prepared
and will be discussed at the meeting.
The semiannualreport, Energy-EfficiencyTestingActivities of the Mobile
Energy Laboratory (PNL-7652),was publishedand distributedin March 1990.
The report documented activitiesduring the period extendingfrom April I,
1990, through September30, 1990.
PNL followedup on requests received last reportingperiod for possible
MEL applicationsfrom the Lake City Army Ammunition Plant, Independence,
Missouri (Army Materiel Command);the Departmentof Transportation-UrbanMass
TransitAuthority, Chicago;and the U.S. Departmentof Agriculture/U.S.Forest
Service,Washington D.C.
Four MEL AssignmentPlans were developedin November 1990 for energy
systemstesting activities_t the Lake City Army AmmunitionPlant. A meeting
was held in November 1990 with the Departmentof Agricultureto assess the
likelihoodfor energy-efficiencytesting and utilitydemand-sidemanagement
" projects at the Forest ProductsResearch Laboratoryin Madison, Wisconsin.
Discussionswere held in January 1991 with the Urban Mass TransitAuthority
(Chicago)and the Departmentof Transportation(Washington,D.C.) to outline
the potentialtesting activities,costs, and schedule.
Inquirieswere received by PNL regardingMEL capabilitiesand
applications. These were from the Western Area Power Authority (Golden,
Colorado),Battelle Memorial Institute(Columbus,Ohio), and the Army Training
and DoctorateCommand (TRADOC). The inquiriesfocusedon MEL testing
applicationsfor use in utility upgradesevaluationand utilitydemand-side
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management programverification. Each inquirywas followedup with summary
informationand capabilitiesstatements.
An article, "Measurementsfor Energy Efficiency ImprovementsUsing the
Mobile Energy Laboratories,"was submittedfor publicationin the Energy
EngineeringJournal. The article, authored by Graham Parker of PNL and Jim
Heller of NEESA, gives an overview of the MEL program at PNL and NEESA, as
well as examplesof testing. The article, if accepted,would be published in
the June/July 1991 edition of the journal.
3.2 FORCES COMMAND PROJECTMANAGEMENTACTIVITIES
The Army Forces Command (FORSCOM)MEL activitiesare managed by Graham
Parker at PNL (509) 375-3805 for Tim Thomas (404)362-3157 and Adrian
Gillespie (404) 362-7163 at FORSCOM. Mr. Thomas and Mr. Gillespietook over
the FORSCOMprogramfrom Mr. Jim Vasiloff,who retired at the end of November
1990. During the reportingperiod, the day-to-daytechnicalmanagementand
review activitiesof the FORSCOM project are managed for FORSCOM by the
Savannah DistrictCorps of Engineers(SAS).
In October 1990, Pacific Northwest LaboratoryAppraisalReport forms were
mailed to personnelat nine sites for evaluating site visit, testing, and
technical assistanceactivitiesbeing conducted by PNL as part of the FORSCOM
work. Once completedand Feturned to PNL, the results of the appraisalwill
enable PNL to moreeffectively serve the sites and FORSCOM in testing and
related activities.
In November 1990, DOE and PNL received a signed projectorder from
FORSCOM in the amount of $1.2 million for continuingMEL activitiesat FORSCOM
sites.
In December 1990, at the requestof FORSCOM, PNL prepareddocumentation
for the FORSCOMAnnual Report. This documentationfocusedon the testing
activitiesand their actual and potentialimpact on the energy usage at each
site.
Graham Parker and Bill Currie, Energy Systems ModernizationOffice
(ESMO),PNL, met with SAS staff and FORSCOMstaff in January 1991 to discuss
an anticipatedreorganizationwithin FORSCOMenergy office and what effect it
would have on the current scope of work. Among the items discussedwas the
possibilityof PNL undertakingadditionalactivitiesfor the sites including




The current status of testing activitiesundertakenby PNL at federal
facilitiesand installationsis given in Attachment2.
4.1 FORSCOMTESTING
4.1.1 Fort Carson
An initial site visit was conducted at Fort Carson in Janu_,ry198g.
Testingactivitieswere initiatedin January 1989 and are continuing. The
point of contact at Fort Carson is Steve Snyder (719) 579-3678.
4.1.1.1 Testing and ReportingActivities
Metering equipment remainedat the site for MAPs CARSON-O01,CARSON-O02,
and CARSON-O03. Data continuedto be collectedfor CARSON-O01and CARSON-O02,
even though the test reports have been written.
The draft Test Report CARSON-O03-91/03/20Building8000 Air Compressor
Replacementwas completedand submittedto SAS for review in March 1990. The
test results indicatethat the replacementair compressorsare approximately
more energy efficientthan the old compressor,resultingin an annual
savingsof about $10,000 over the lifetimeof the compressors. However, there
appearsto be significantleakage in the air distributionsystem causing
higher loading on the compressors. This has resultedin increasedenergy
usage for a fairly constantdemand for compressedair during the monitoring
period. The energy and demand cost savings from improvementsin the
distributionsystem would be approximately$2350/yr.
4.1.1.2 Other Activities
In October 1990, PNL met with Steve Snyder and his staff to discuss the
site requirementsfor an automatedmeter reading (AMR) system. Three main
goals of the system were i) to be able to access base-wideelectric demand
profiles at two substations,with the capabilityto expand to other utilities
(e.g.,gas, water), 2) to coordinatethe readingof demand profiles with a
demand-limitingor optimal start/stopcontrol system,and 3) to expand the AMR
to reimbursableaccounts. The project has supportfrom the AssistantDivision
Commanderas well as possible co-fundingfrom the site (excessfunds from a
utiIity contract renegotiation).
• Site visits to manufacturersand utilitieshavingAMR systems installed
were scheduledfor early May 1991. An informationpacket necessaryfor
conductinga formal request for informationof AMR equipmentmanufacturerswas
- assembledand will be distributedto manufacturersand users in April 1991. A
presentationof AMR system type, capability,and cost options will be provided
to Fort Carson staff. A visit to the Air Force Academy is also planned to
examine its AMR system in operation.
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4.1.2 Fort Lewis
An initialsite visit was conductedin May 1989, and testingwas
initiatedin September1989. Nine MAPs were prepared,and six were approved.
Five tests have been completed. The point of contact for MEL testing
activitiesat Fort Lewis is Jim Thayer (206) 967-5237.
4.1.2.1 Testing and ReportingActivities
Test Report LEWIS-O05-90/IO/30CommissaryElectric Profflewas
reconfiguredinto the new test report format and sent to SAS in October 1990
for transmittalto the site. The commissaryused electricalpower at the rate
of 390 kWh/dayduring the test period. This correspondsto an EUI of
49 KWh/ft2-yr. The commissaryEUI indicatedthat that building is a
relativelyei'ficientenergy user compared to similarbuildingsmonitoredby
PNL in the region.
Draft Test Report LEWIS-O03-91/04/15Sewage Effluent Pump Analysis was
sent to SAS for review. The pump motors appearedto be operating
satisfactorily. However,there appearedto be a persistentphase imbalance,
caused primarilyby excessivecurrent in the C phase. This is the likely
cause of the frequent "trip-out"being experienced.
The tests described in LEWIS-OO6-R1and LEWIS-OO7-RI,expanded to an
additionaltwo building types, form the basis for the site testing to support
the nonelectricenergy efficiencyassessmentfor the Federal Energy Decision
Screening (FEDS)project at the site (see Section 5.0). Testing includedfour
barracksbuildings (with and without dining facilities),two motor pools, and
two office buildings. Monitoringwas successfullycompleted in March 1991,
with data analysis scheduledfor completion in mid-May 1991.
4.1.3 Fort Irwin
An initialsite visit was conductedat Fort Irwin in September 1989, and
three MAPs were developedand signed. Testing activitieswere initiatedin
December 1989, and all tests have been completed. The point of contact at the
site is Linda Osborne (619)368-4347.
4.1.3.1 Testing and ReportingActivities
Activitiesduring the reportingperiod focused on completingdata
collectionand analysis for IRWIN-O01Electric SubstationMonitoring and
IRWIN-O02Office BuildingElectric Use Profile.
4.1.4 Fort Sam Houston
°
An initialsite visit was conductedat Fort Sam Houston in August 1989.
Three MAPs were prepared and signed. Testing initiatedin August 1989 is
continuing. The point of contact at the site is Kaya Cibildak (512) 221-0105.
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4.1.4.1 Testingand ReportingActivities
Chiller testing [FTSAMH-O02]was conductedat the site in October 1990.
In general, the three central chillers that were tested were operatingat
near-optimumefficiency•
Activity since October has focused on analysis of the chillertest data.
Performancecurves were obtained from the chillermanufacturerfor the chiller
• in Building902. Analysis has focusedon camparingthe measured coefficient
of performance(COP) obtained during testingwith the manufacturer'spublished
COP at the conditionsunder which the chiller was tested.
4.1.5 Fort Stewart/HunterArmy Air Field (AAF)
An initialsite visit was conducted at Fort Stewart and Hunter Army Air
Field (AAF) in October 1989. Two MAPs each were prepared and approvedfor
both Fort Stewart and Hunter AAF in January 1990. Testingwas initiatedin
February 1990 and is continuing. The site contact at Hunter AAF is Jerry
Bridgers (912) 352-5427. The site contactat Fort Stewart is Randy Jones
(912) 767-4798•
4.1.5.1 Testing and Reporting Activities
Analysis of the chiller testing data [HUNTER-O02]began in November 1990.
Considerable problems with data collection using a dedicated computer at the
site necessitated the termination of testing for HUNTR-O01(electrical
distribution systems profile) in January 1991. The data were corrected using
utility billing data for effect of voltage changes caused by a regulating
auto-transformer. Sufficient data have been collected for analysis and
writing the test report.
The draft Test Report STWRT-OO1-R1-91/04/12ElectricSubstation
#onitoring was completedand submittedto SAS for review. Because of the
shape of the curves for the individualfeeders at the site, there appear to be
few opportunitiesfor load shedding or peak shaving. The most promising
opportunitiesfor saving energy appear to be in installationof energy
conservationmeasures such as high-efficiencylights and insulation.
Data collectioncontinued for STWRT-OO2-RI. Becauseof the need to
capture the peak cooling season for this test, the monitoring equipmentfor
this test will remain in place and data will continueto be collectedthrough
August 1991.
Upon request, PNL suppliedpreliminarydata to SAS on circuit loads at
Hunter AAF substation [HUNTR-O01]. The Corps needed the electric feeder
. electric demand profiles to determinewhere to attach a new major electric
load without overloadinga feeder.
4.1.6 Fort McPherson
An initialsite visit was conductedat Fort McPherson in November 1989.
Three MAPs were prepared and signed in December 1989. Testing activitieswere
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initiatedin January 1990 and were completedduring the second quarter of
FY91. The site contact is Deborah Rowell (912) 752-2071.
4.1.6.1 Testing and ReportingActivities
Test Report FTMAC-O03-90/10/19CombustionEfficiencyof 10 Small Boilers
was revisedbased on commentsfrom SAS. FTMAC-O01-90/IO/30B_iler Combus-
tion/DeliveryEfficiencywas slightlymoJified. Both reportswere sent to SAS
for transmittalto the site. SAS reviewedTest Report FTMAC-O03-90/10/19and
had no further comments. The report was forwardedto the installationin
November 1990.
The draft Test Report FTMAC-O02-91/04/05Building200 (C_F) Electrical
Usage Evaluationwas zubmittedto SAS for review. From the data, it is
apparent that the building has a significantovernightand weekend "base"
load. This is likely due to the high loading and usage of computingequipment
and HVAC system operation. Becauseof this factor,the EUI is 70% to 200%
greaterthan that of buildingsof similar size and type, depending upon the
season. Suggestedareas for saving energy in the building include installing
energy-efficientlighting,adjustingnighttimethermostatset points, and
reducing ventilationrates during nonworkinghours in those areas of the
building that are not occupied.
4.1.7 Fort Gillem
An initial site visit was conductedat Fort Gillem in November 1989. Two
MAPs were prepared and signed in December 1989. Testing activitieswere
initiatedin January 1990 but not completed. The site contact is Deborah
Rowell (912) 752-2071.
4.1.7.1 Testing and ReportingActivities
The limited DEH supportavailableat this time resulted in deferral of
testing for FTGIL-O01AND FTGIL-O02until such time that staff becomes
available.
4.1.8 Fort Ord
An initial site visit was conductedat Fort Ord in April 1990. Five MAPs
were prepared and signed in August 1990. Testing activitieswere initiatedin
December 1990 and are continuing. The site contact is RichardDuCoing Fuente
(408) 242-2052.
4.1.8.1 Testing and Reporting Activities
The testing that began in December 1990 is summarized below.
° A C180 data logger was installed at the main switching station to
monitor seven 12-kM feeder circuits apd the main ci,cuit of the
substatior} [FTORD-O03].
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• Two C180 data loggerswere installedat the hospital to desegregate
the 277/408equipment from the 120/208loads and the emergency
circuit from the normal circuit loads [FTORD-O04].
• A boiler efficiencytest was conductedby monitoringnaturalgas
flow, feedwaterflow, and combustionefficiencyof the two hospital
boilers at three firing rates. Energy conservationopportunities
noted includedthe need to reduce controllergain under automatic
. control to stop oscillation;the need to downsizethe burner; the
need for inlet vanes to replace combustionair blower outlet damper;
and the need for an additional,smallerfeedwaterpump to run alone
under low steam d_mand conditions [FTORD-O05].
Data continuedto be collectedfor FTORD-O03and FTORD-O04during March.
Data analysis continuedfor Test Report FTORD-O05(hospitalend-use
characterization). BecauseFort Ord is likely to be listed by DoD for
closure,no additionaltesting is anticipated_t this site.
4.1.8.2 Other Activities
Work was performedin Octoberon the format for the base'sgas usage
database as part of a rate analysisperformedby PNL. Contactwas made with
the utility (PacificGas and ElectricCompany [PG&E])representativeto
discuss the approach and to try to expedite the data response. Sample
electric usage data were obtained and examinedto ensure suitabilityfor the
electric usage database.
Additional requestswere made in Novemberto PG&E for the site to obtain
electric and gas usage data from its accountdatabaseto continuethe rate
analysis. Hard copies of this data were also obtained from site records to
fill in data gaps.
The utility billingdata for the ongoingrate analysis appeared to suffer
from a series of moderately seriousgaps, and the gas usage data appeared to
require some backfilling. Also, the length of time series is roughly 30% to
40% more abbreviatedthan expected. However, analysiscontinuedwith the
interpretationof the electric and gas usage data from PG&E. Data were
verified and missing nbservationsnoted. This activity is expected to be
completed in the third quarter of FY91.
4.1.9 Fort Riley
• An initial site visit was conductedat Fort Riley in July 1990. Three
MAPs were prepared and signed by the site DEH in August 1990. The site
contact is Steve Pientka (913) 239-2371.
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4.1.9.1 Testing and ReportingActivities
The three MAPs prepared for Fort Riiey were signed by FORSCOM in October
1990. These were RILEY-O01ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile; RILEY-O02
Chiller lleliveryEfficiency"and RILEY-O03ChillerCooling Load Determination.
Testing activitywas scheduledfor the third quarterof FY91.
4.1.9.2 Other Activity
In January, PNL undertooka review of an electricaldistributionstudy
prepared by an architect/engineerunder subcontractto the site. The primary
purpose of this review was to ascertainwhether additionaltesting of the
electricaldistributionsystem was warranted. (A MAP for this test has been
prepared [RILEY-O01]). The analysis performedby the subcontractorwas
generally sound, although lacking in certain empiricaldata. lt was therefore
concludedthat additionaltestingof the electricaldistributionsystem would
not be co_t-effective. Thus, such testing was nok included in the testing
budget for the site.
4.2 OTHER FEDERAL FACILITIESTESTING
Testing conductedby PNL at other federal facilitiesand installationsis
summarized below.
4.2.1 DOE ForrestalBuilding
PNL has been requestedto assist DOE in developingan SES solicitation
for relightingthe building as well as preparinga testing/meteringprocedure
to evaluate proposedrelightingstrategiesin a pilot demonstrationin one of
the officesof the ForrestalBuilding. The demonstrationand evaluationof
lighting retrofittechnologiesare scheduledfor the third quarter of F¥91.
[The DOE contact for this work is Terry Radigan,FEMP (202) 586-6746.]
4.2.2 NationalNaval MedicalCenter (NNMC)
PNL is providingengineeringand other servicesto collect energy
engineeringand supportdata for the developmentof SES projectbaselines
appropriatefor Navy procurementaction at the NNMC in Bethesda,Maryland.
This includeson-sitesurveys of 14 buildingsto collect characterist_,':sand
total energy usage data, as well as evaluationof the central steam and
chiller plants. The data are used to identifythe most promisir,g sites for
SES activity and technicalsupportto help develop the SES project objectives
and energy usage baselinesas needed.
A draft report written in April 1991 assessed the energy use baseline to
recommendthe most prc,bable SES projectsat the site. The principalSES
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projectopportunitiesfocused upon in the report were I) retrofitsto lighting
systems,2) thermal storage, and 3) gas-drivenchillers. The report is
currentlyunder review by the Navy and FEMP.
[The Navy cuntact for this work is Tom Lewis, CHESDIV (202) 433-4726.]
4.2.3 Lake City Army AmmunitionPlant
. The test report Temperature/HueidityStudy in Buildings#3 and #65
Char_ingWings was prepared in December 1990 based on testingconducted in the
fourthquarter of FY90. The currentcontrollersproved to be accurate to
within 2°F and were controllingto within 4°F. Therefore,several
recommendationswere made for furtherevaluation and improvementin the
temperatureand humidity control in the chargingwings. These included
replacing,or refurbishingand recalibrating,strip chart
controllers/recordersin the charging area to give more accuratecontrol for
temperatureand humidity;replacingcontrollersin the electronicslaboratory;
and reevaluatingthe temperatureand humidityconditionsunder which
operationsneed to be curtailedfor productquality. Additionallong-term
monitoringof temperaturewas recommendedto better characterizethe
conditionsof operation (see below).
PNL prepared four MAPs for testing at this site in November 1990. The
tests include 1) measuring lighting levels in selectedproductionand office
buildings,2) measuring the electricaloutput and conditionof standbydiesel
generators,3) measuring long-termseasonaltemperatureand humidity level in
chargingareas, and 4) verifyingsteam deliveryefficiency and evaluating
steam distributionupgradeanalysis and recommendations.
PNL also proposed to provide the site technicalassistance,review, and
supportas the Lake City plant undertakesmajor electrical,steam, and
mechanicaldistributionsystems upgradeprojects.
[The Army contact for this work is Bo Hajduczok (210) 724-5788.]
4.2.4 U.S. Departmentof Agriculture (USDA)/ForestService
Graham Parker made contact at the ASTM meeting in October 1990 with Mr.
George Lippert, Chief FacilitiesEngineerof the USDA Forest Service [(202)
453-9432]. Mr. Lippertwas interestedin PNL assistingin energy conservation
projects at a 400,O00-ft_U.S. Forest Research Laboratoryin Madison,
Wisconsin. He was interestedin MEL applications,as well as the overall FEDS
' approach and SES projects. An initial site visit to the Laboratoryis
anticipatedfor the third quarter of FY91.
• PNL also met with Mr. Lippert and Walter Aughenbaugh,Chief Engineering
Branch of the USDA in January 1991, to discuss potentialMEL applications
and/or FEDS within the USDA. The USDA is interestedin lightingprojects for
its large building stock, particularlyin the Washington,D.C. area.
[The PNL contactfor this work is Bill Currie (509) 375-3969.]
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4.2.5 Air Force LogisticsCommand (AFLC)
PNL was contactedby Mr. Gary DeVeny of AFLC concerningpotentialMEL
applicationsat AFLC sites. Mr. DeVeny attended a MEL Use Committeemeeting
in April 1990 as a guest representingthe Air Force. He indicatedthat AFLC
was consideringan evaluationof metering needs at each of its major depots.
A follow-upconversationindicatedthat Gary was interestedin informa-
tion regardingnew lightingtechnology. He was specificallyinterestedin
high-frequencyfluorescentfixtures. Per recommendationfrom FEMP, Gary was
invitedto attend the April 1991 meeting of the MEL Use Committee,at which
the new FEMP-sponsoredFederalRelighting Initiativewas scheduledto be
discussed.
[The Air Force contactfor this work is Gary DeVeny (513) 257-4107.]
4.2.7 Departmentof Transportation(DOT)/MerchantMarine Academy (MMA)
The MEL capabilityhas been appliedsince the first quarter of FY90 to
assess energy usage baseline in buildingsand monitor central plant and whole-
building loads to identifypromisingenergy conservationopportunitiesfor the
site. The data will be used to help the MMA develop specificationsfor a
shared energy savings procurement.
A site visit was conductedin January 1991 to review testing with the
site energy engineer and arrange local pipefitter/weldersubcontractsupport
for boiler delivery efficiencymeasurements. The DOE MEL was moved to the
site to providework space.
Boiler efficiencymeasurementswere completedon the two boilers in March
1991. Steam delivery to the distributionsystem was also measured during a
10-day test period. Loggers and instrumentswere installedto measure whole
building electricaldemand in Fulton-GibbsHall, BowditchHall, and the
Library.
The electric usage in three large monitoredbuildingsshowed a baseline
of 320 kVa and a daytime load of about 200 kVA above the baseload. Not only
are there significantopportunitiesfor retrofits in the buildings,but a
significantfractionof the baseloadlikely consistsof equipmentthat can be
turned off at night and weekends. Approximately75% te 85% of the daytime
load is lighting;the balance is primarilycomputers,copiers, and other
office equipment. This translatesto only about 1.0 W/ft2.
L
Based on buildingschedulesand empiricaldata, PNL recommendedhigh-
efficiencysecurity and general lighting,high-efficiencyphotocell exterior
lighting,occupancysensors, hallwaydelamping, and lighting on demand in the
library stacks.
Recommendedcentral boilermodificationsbased on the data included
retubing the boilers,reheatingcombustion air with a stack recovery heat
exchanger, improvingthe burner controls and excess air trimming controls,and
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reducing steam pressure. Recommendedmeasureson the load side of the
distributionsystem includeimprovementof load controls and eliminationof
any existing non-returnloads.
[The DOT contactfor this work is Jack White (202) 366-2812.]
4.2.8 Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton
A MAP [PENDLT-O01]was prepared in January 1991 for this site to evaluate
• the electricaldistributionsystem to supportthe preparationof an SES
solicitationfor the entire site. Testing is anticipatedto begin the during
third quarter of FY91 pendingreceiptof funding.
[The PNL contactfor this work is Bill Currie (509)375-3969.]
4.2.9 Naval UnderwaterSystemsCenter (NUSC)
PNL is undertakinga heatingplant modificationsstudy at the NUSC
facility in New London,Connecticut. As a part of this study, NUSC has
queried PNL about the potentialfor evaluatingthe steam distributionsystem
as well as the energy supply and distributionsystem for the entire facility.
NUSC installationsat New London,Connecticut,and Newport, Rhode Island,
are under considerationas sites for FEDS activity. The servicingutilities.
have severaldemand-sidemanagementprogramsavailable,and the sites show
considerablepotentialfor fuel-switchingand efficiencyprograms.
A site visit was made in March 1991 to meet with the NUSC management
personnelto review the results of the work on the steam plant modifications
and to discuss future work and funding. During the visit, the statementof
work was revised to reflectthe dual fuel options for the future operationof
the plant. The design for a new stack and foundationis being completedfor
submissionto NUSC in April.
[The PNL contact for this work is Bill Currie (509) 375-3969.]
4.2.10 Hanford Energy ConservationProject(HEMC)
Several testingactivitiesare under way within the HEMC that contribute
to the enhancementof MEL testingproceduresand capabilitiesas well as
providedata for energy conservationopportunitiesidentificationand
verification. These include
• motion sensor evaluationfor lights and fans
• analysis of Hanfordelectricityusage data
• personal computer and associatedauxiliaryequipmentenergy
usage study
• electricalmetering of buildingsand chillers
• Federal Building lightingand energy usage metering.
[The DOE contactfor this work is WilliamWhite (509) 376-6214.]
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4.2.6 Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory(KAPL)
Graham Parker was contactedby Chet Watson, energy manager at Knolls
Atomic Power Laboratory (Albany,New York), concerningthe capabilitiesof the
MEL. He had read about the MEL in a FEMP newsletter. The overalltesting
capabilitieswere discussed,as was the potentialfor applying FEDS at KAPL.
BecauseKnolls is in the NiagaraMohawk service territory,there appearedto
be significantopportunityfor utility assistance in conservationprograms
(see Section 5.0).
[The PNL contact for this work is Ooug Dixon (509) 376-5832.]
4.2.11 Air Force StrategicAir Command (SAC)
Discussionswere held in February1991 with Robert Jay, Energy Program
Managerresponsiblefor SAC bases, to assess the potentialinterest by
GriffissAFB in participatingin the FEDS project in cooperationwith Niagara
Moha._kand other federal sites in New York (see Section 5.0). Mr. Jay
directed us to the site energy manager (Mark Rabe) for follow-updiscussion
and initialcoordinationfor an on-sitemeeting.
A meetingwas held at GriffissAFB in March 1991 to assess site interest
in the FEDS opportunity. Discussionswere held with SAC headquarters(HQ) to
determineif fundingmay be availableto model the program at Griffiss AFB.
[The PNL contact for this work is Doug Dixon (509) 376-5832.]
4.3 NAVAL ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTALSERVICESACTIVITY (NEESA)TESTING
MEL activitiesundertakenby NEESA are directed by Jim Heller (805) 982-
3534. Selected NEESA testing and related activitiesduring the reporting
period are summarized as follows:
• NEESA provided qualityassurancesupportduring installationof 21
steam meters at Naval Air Depot (NADEP)Pensacola. Steam and
electric meters will be tied to a local area network for remote
monitoring.
• Specificationswere provided for upgradingboiler and trunk-line
steam meters at LakehurstNaval Air Station.
• NEESA completedthe repair of the Pier I variable-speeddrive
punlpingstation and developeda draft 5-year energy plan for the
Naval Station San Diego.
• An assessmentof thermalenergy storage feasibilityfor the Public
Works Center (PWC) Norfolkwas completed.
• A load-sheddingassessmentfor PWC Norfolk was completed. A load-
sheddingsystem would use radio-controlledswitchesto shed air-
conditioningloads during peak electricalconsumptionperiods.
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• NEESA provided serviceto eliminateboiler and steam converterwater
treatmentproblems at the Marine Corps Base Barstow.
• Vibrationanalysisequipmentwas procured and scheduledfor
installationat the Public Works Center, Guam.
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5.0 FEDERALINSTALLATION-UTILITYPARTNERSHIPACTIVITIES
FEMP through PNL is designingand implementinga model FEDS program for
federalcustomers in partnershipwith the servicingutility. The model
program includes
• identifyingall electric and nonelectriccost-effectiveenergy
efficiencyprojects at the federal installation
D
• developing a schedulefor each installationfor project acquisition
consideringproject type, size, timing, capitalrequirements,and
• energy and dollar savings
• designing and implementinga model approach that the utilitycould
propose to its regulatoryagenciesfor applicationto all its
federal customers.
Projects in this model program are any actionsthat supportthe
installation'smission and result in a reduction in energy costs and/or energy
demand and usage. Examplesof projects includeenergy end-usetechnology
retrofits,on-sitegeneration,cogeneration,innovativeschedulingand
operations,fuel switching,and rate structureevaluation.
A facility-wide,fuel-independentapproach to identifyingand acquiring
energy projectsyields the greatest savings and greatest return on taxpayer
investments. Experienceby PNL at over 20 federal installationsindicates
that the typical federal installationcould invest from one to two times the
installation'sannual energy bill in cost-effectiveprojects. Benefits are
significantlyincreasedwhen combined with creativelydesigned utility
programs.
Federal installationsface three major constraintsin identifyingand
acquiringthe most cost-effectiveenergy projects:
• lack of direct access to capital
• requirementto follow procurementproceduresthat can take a year or
more to implement
• absenceof a systematicapproach to managing all aspects of an
installation'senergy portfolio.
The model programwill addresseach of these constraints. First, PNL
providesdirect support to an installationto characterizeits energy use and
identifyand evaluate all cost-effectiv_energy projects. Second, PNL will
• coor(inate a team from the utility and each installationto design a prototype
processwith the goal of the utilityproviding 100% uf the financingas well
as procuringthe contractor(s)who would implementelectricenergy-efficiency
projectsthat would be cost-sharedbetweenthe installationand utility.
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5_I Bonneville Power Administration/TacomaPublic UtilitiesProject
Working with FORSCOM, PNL identifiedFort Lewis, Washington,as the site
for a pilot program that would result in a model approach to use at other
installations. Fort Lewis purchasesBonnevillePower Administration(BPA)
power through Tacoma PublicUtilities (TPU). The fort has approximately5000
buildingsand is projectedto have an electric load of about 40 MW by next
year.
FEMP and PNL have been working with BPA, TPU, FORSCOM,and Fort Lewis
since the second quarterof 1990 to design the model program. This includes
two major activities:1) characterizingthe energy-efficiencyopportunitiesat
Fort Lewis, and 2) designing the "deal"that will allow BPA to purchase energy
efficiency from the installation.
Work continued in October 1990 to develop electricalenergy conservation
supply functions. Nine typical buildingswere examined to serve as sites for
energy use metering and modeling activity to firm up energy conservation
potentials. Additional informationwas acquiredon the water supply and
treatment systems,as well as on major nonappropriatedfacilities.
In November 1990, the MEL staff began to work with the PNL staff who are
leadingthe FEDS work at the site to ascertainwhat additionaltesting or
metering activitywas necessaryto supportthe FEDS work.
The electrical load profiles for the major buildingtypes for the entire
site have been characterizedas part of the FEDS activity. The MEL testing
staff met with the FEDS staff in December to ascertainthe steam distribution
testing needed to supportthe FEDS work.
PNL met with both TPU and Fort Lewis staff in December 1990 to review the
assumptionsemployed to generate a first-draftbaselineof end-use electricity
use and efficiencypotential at the site. The utilityrespondedthat the
draft informationwas sufficientfor it to proceed with TPU management in
scopingthe size of the project.
In January 1991, PNL met with the staff from the Fort and TPU to resolve
financialand contractingissues for proceedinqwith the retrofitphase of the
project. The fossil fuel baseline and efficiencyassessmentactivitywas
initiatedwith PNL staff visiting the site to gather building consumption
information.
A draft report on the electric energy baseline and efficiencyresource
assessmentwas completedin February 1991 and distributedto Fort Lewis, TPU,
and FEMP for review and comment. The results of the reportwere also
presentedto Fort Lewis and TPU staff at a progressmeeting held at Fort
Lewis. The report was revised in April 1991 and submittedto FEMP.
The results indicatethat approximately40 million kWh/yr of efficiency
resource are availableat a cost of less than $O.03/kWh. If acquired in the
partnershipproject, these savingswould reduce the site's annual electricity
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bill by nearly $750,000. The work is continuingin the third quarterof FY91
with the nonelectricassessmentand continuednegotiationsbetweenthe site
and the utility.
5.2 NiagaraMohawk Project
A projectwas initiatedin February1991 to link Fort Drum, Watervliet
Arsenal, GriffissAir Force Base (AFB), and Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory
. with a tailored demand-sideprogramby the servingutility,Niagara Mohawk,
developedspecificallyfor its federalcustomers. This program is similar to
the program developedfor Fort Lewis and would eventuallybe availableto all
• federal facilitiesin the Niagara Mohawk serviceterritory.
Like the BPA/TPUproject, this model programwould systematically
evaluate _ll potentialenergy savingsopportunitiesat the sites and allow the
sites to take advantageof technologiesoffered by the utility. First, PNL
will providedirect supportto the sites to characterizeits energy use and
identifyand evaluateall cost-effectiveenergy projectsfor all fuels.
Second, PNL will facilitatea team from NiagaraMohawk and the sites to design
a prototypeprocesswith the goal of NiagaraMohawk and the federalcustomer
cost-sharingthe installationof efficientelectric end-usetechnologies. In
implementingthis program, objectivesare for Niagara Mohawk to provide 100%
of the financingand to procure the contractor(s)who would implementelectric
energy-efficiencyprojects.
Initialdiscussionswere held at Knolls Atomic Power Laboratoryand
GriffissAFB in March 1991, and with NiagaraMohawk, Fort Drum, and Watervliet
Arsenal in April 1991. The meetingwith Niagara Mohawk was a follow-upto the
early discussionsabout the utilitys'sinterest in developinga model program
for its federalcustomers. NiagaraMohawk welcomes assistancefrom FEMP/PNL
in understandingthe federalsector and determiningwhat it would take for
these customersto participatein demand-sidemanagement programs. Commitment
to proceedwas obtained from Fort Drum, with FORSCOMprovidingthe funding for
the effort.
A projectoverviewwas provided to WatervlietArsenal during the site
visit. The site was interested;subsequently,a proposalwas prepared for
Watervlietto pursue its funding for the project. Likewise,Knolls Atomic
Power Laboratoryis committedto participatingin the program and is working
out the transferof funds within DOE. SAC HQ is interestedin funding
GriffissAFB participationas a pilot programfor all SAC sites.
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6.0 TESTINGEQUIPMENTANDMOBILEENERGYLABORATORIES
6.1 MOBILE ENERGY LABORATORYVEHICLES
The DOE MEL parked at the National Naval Medical Centerwas inventoried,
then taken to a repair shop for minor repairs and transportedto the Merchant
M_rine Academy for testing activitiesat that site to be undertaken in
February.
The Air Force and Army buses located at PNL were moved to the Hanford
maintenancefacility for half-yearlymaintenance• Leaks were discovered in
• the cooling systemsof both buses; all hoses, the antifreeze,and the
batterieswere replaced in both units. A new procedurehas been implemented
to regularlystart the buses to prevent the batteriesfrom deteriorating.
6.2 EQUIPMENTDEVELOPMENT
Richard Szydlowskiof PNL met with Richard Rundus and Lee Edgar of CERL
in October 1990 to discuss automaticmeter reading (AMR) projects• Jim Heller
from NEESA also attended the meeting• CERL has severalongoingAMR activities
primarilyin family housing. The largestproject is at a reimbursablemobile
home court at Fort BenjaminHarrison. In addition,CERL has installed10 C180
SynergisticsControlSystems data loggers at Fort Still for collectingand
storingelectrical usage data. The loggers are currentlynot active, and the
project is delayed becauseCERL is waiting for Synergisticsto update the
loggerswith a call-out feature• This is not expectedfor severalmore
months. Considerableadditionaldevelopmentwork needs to be undertakenon
both systemsbefore they become products with widespreadapplicabilityto DoD
sizes.
CERL is also developing an AMR equipmentdatabase. The database is
generic (no detailed specificationsor costs) and by equipmenttechnology.
The database is designed to allow a new AMR projectto focus on the appro-
priate technologyand to provide a list of manufacturerswho provide equipment
with that technology.
I_ January 1991, PNL staff conductedan in-situevaluationusing the
C180, Dranetz808, and power analyzer instrumentationto clarify error sources
and magnitudeswhen measuring true and apparentpower, lt was determinedthat
the three-current-transformer(CT) method should be appliedto delta circuit
configurationswhenever possible. The two-CT method should be appliedonly
when low phase-angleerror CTs are used. Low phase-angleerror CTs should
• also be used with the three-CTmethod if power factorsof 0.9 or less are
expected. All three instrumentsand the two methods (two- and three-CT)are
used in MEL field testing at substations. Therefore,the resultsof this
• testingare significantfor currentand future data analysisand for future
applications.
The capabiiityto measure hot water flow in the form of steam system
condensatereturn was developedand proven out in testingat Fort Lewis in
March. The flow-measuringand signal-conditioningequipmentwas searchedout
and custom-orderedto accomplishthis task. Hardwarewas procuredwith the
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remainderof the FY90 FEMP equipmentfunds. This gives the MEL an additional
capability,primarily for situationsin which directly measuring steam flow is
impossible.
6.3 EQUIPMENT
In October, PNL qualitycontrol recertifiedEnergy MeasurementsCo.
(EMCO)(a)for calibratingthe flow computers. There was concernthat EMCO
was not meeting quality control requirementsafter reorganizingits quality
control system.
All MEL equipmentlocated at PNL was inventoriedin October 1990. An
EquipmentAvailabilitySystem is being establishedto allow better control
over schedulingequipmentfor future testing. The system will give a status
of all MEL equipmentincludingequipmentavailable,equipmentbeing used for
testingat a site, equipmentout for repair or for calibration,and when the
equipment is expected to :Jereturned to PNL.
A form and processwere developedto streamlinethe identificationand
packingequipment for site testing. This processwill be reflectedin a
revision to the MEL PropertyControl and Calibrationprocedure,which is
Appendix B of the #EL Use Plan.
Major equipmentpurchasedand receivedduring the reportingperiod
includes
° two portable computersand software
• data collectioncomputer and software
• tOO-MB hard drive
• two multisyncthree-dimensionalmonitors
• facsimile/datamodem
• two laser printersand two portableprinters




• halogen leak detector
• combustion analyzer
• two SynergisticsControl Systems C180 data loggers
• 12 large current transformers
• eight paddlewheelflow meters and signal conditioning
• positive displacementfuel oil flow meter
• high-qualitylight meter
• label printer.
Several replacement and upgrade parts also were also purchased for MEL
equipment using the funds from the equipment use-rate "tax" accounts that have
accumulated over the past year of site testing. These items include new
(a) Energy Measurements Company, Longmont, Colorado.
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sensors, transmitters,power supplies and amplifiersfor the data loggers,




The goal of this activity is to develop test procedures and Lake each
procedure through a peer review and revision process that culminates with
acceptance by an appropriate standards society.
. Graham Parker attends' the semiannual ASTMMeeting for Subcommittee E06
on Performance of Building Constructions in October. He attended several task
group meetings to best ascertain which task groups would accept appropriate
• MEL test procedures for consideration for standardization. It appears that
several of the procedures can be slotted into this subcommittee and be
balloted for acceptance over the next 12 months.
While at ASTM, PNL received an invitation from the chairman of
SubcommitteeE06 to prepare a journal article for ASTN StandardizationNews
describingthe test proceduresbeing developedby PNL for MEL and other
related testing activities. This is an excellentopportunityto promote the
conceptof standardizedtest proceduresfor energy-efficiencytesting.
Don Hadley, PNL, attendedthe March ASTM meeting in Baltimore. Several
discussionswere held with Gerald Davis (chairmanSubcommitteeE06.25 on Whole
Buildingsand Facilities)on the proceduresPNL intendsto submit to ASTM and
how this would be best accomplished, lt was finallydecidedto form a new
task group under E06.25,chaired by Don Hadley, to facilitatethe introduction
of all appropriateMEL proceduresand thus streamlinethe ballotingprocess.
The work plan for proceduredevelopmentactivitiesfor calendaryear (CY)
91 was completed. A schedule for completingthe remainingpriority I
proceduresthis year was also established (seeAttachment3). The schedule
will acceleratethe incorporationof Corps of Engineerscomments into draft
proceduresand complete the drafting of the most importantprocedures.
7.2. MEL ASSIGNMENT PLANS
When appropriate,MEL Assignment Plans (MAPs)are prepared by PNL for
MEL testing. The followingMAPs were prepared during the reportingperiod"
Site MAP No. Test Description Date
Lake City AAP LKCITY-O01 Measure Lighting Levelsand Determine 11/90
Lighting ConservationOpportunities
Lake City AAP LKCITY-O02 Measure ElectricalOutput and Condition 11/90
• of Backup Diesel Generators
Lake City AAP LKCITY-O03 Measure Long-TermSeasonalTemperature 11/90
and Humidity Levels in ChargingAreas
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Site MAP No. Test Description Date




Camp Pendleton PENDLT-O01 Baseline Profileof Electrical 01/91
DistributionSystem
7.3 REPORTING
Test reports are prepared after the testing activitiesdescribed in the
MAP are completed. The reports for FORSCOMtesting are reviewed by SAS,
revised (if necessary)by PNL, and then transmittedby SAS to the site as
final reports. Additionalrevisions are made by PNL if comments are received
by SAS from the site. Test reports for other agencies are transmitted
directly to the site and major command or funding agency. The current status
of MEL reports is given in Attachment4.
During the reportingperiod,the followingMEL test reportswere
prepared:
• Final Test Report FTMAC-O03-90/IO/19CombustionEfficiencyof 10 Small
BoiIers
• Final Test Report FTMAC-O01-90/IO/30Boiler Combustion/Delivery
Efficiency
• Final Test Report LEWIS-O05-90/IO/30CommissaryElectric Profile
• Final Test Report for Lake City Army Ammunition Plant
Temperature/HumidityStudy in Buildings #3 and #65 ChargingWings
• Draft Test Report CARSON-O03-91/03/20Building 8000 Air Compressor
RepIacement
• Draft Test Report FTMAC-O02-91/04/05Building 200 (C2F) ElectricalUsage
Evaluation
• Draft Test Report STWRT-OOI-RI-91/04/12Electric SubstationMonitoring
• Draft Test Report LEWIS-O03-91/04/15Sewage Effluent Pump Analysis
• FeasibilityAnalysis for a Shared Energy Savings LightingRetrofit,at Ft.
McPherson
• Ft. Lewis Electric Energy Baseline and EfficiencyResource Assessment
• Energy Use BaseliningStudy for the National Naval Medical Center
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• U.S. Maritime Administration Merchant Marine Academy Monitoring to
Support a Shared Energy Savings Procurement.
7.4 OTHER DOCUMENTATION
Other documentationprepared during the reportingperiod includes
• "Measurementsfor Energy EfficiencyImprovementsUsing the Mobile Energy
Laboratories,"article submittedto Energy EngineeringJournal
• Parker,G.B., and J. W. Currie,Energy-EfficientTestingActivities
of the Mobile Energy LaboratorySemiannualReport April 1, 1990
Through September30, 1990. PNL-7652. PacificNorthwest
Laboratory,Richland.Washington
• Trip report for site visit to Fort Sam Houston to performchiller testing
• Trip report for site visit to Fort Carson to discuss energy metering
study
• Trip Report on testing activitie_at ForL Ord
• Summaryof Costs and Activitiesat FORSCOMSites During FY91 for FORSCOM
Annual Report
• Technical Review of Fort Riley ElectricalDistributionStudy
• Trip Reports#I, #2, #3, and #4 for MEL testing for LEWIS-OO6-RIand
LEWIS-OOT-RI
• Project Summary: The Ft. Lewis Energy EfficiencyModel Program







MOBILE ENERGY LABORATORY USE COMMITTEE MEETING
OCTOBER 24-25, 1990, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
The Mobile Energy Laboratory (MEL) Use Committee meeting was called
to order on October 24, 1990 at 0920 hours at the Ramada Inn, oak
Book, Illinois. Those present included:
Members
K. Dean Devine Department of Energy Federal Energy
Management Program (DOE/FEMP) , MEL Use
Committee Chairman
Jim Vasiloff Forces Command (FORSCOM), Army MEL Use
Committee Representative
Bill Riches FERMr Laboratories, Other Federal Agency MEL
Use Committee Representative
Jim Heller Naval Energy and Environment Support
" Activity, U.S. Navy MEL Use Committee
Representative
Visitors
Graham Parker PNL, FORSCOM/MEL Project Manager
Rich Szydlowski PNL, FORSCOM/MEL Technical Coordinator
Fred Blackburn Savannah District Corps of Engineers (SAS)
Dale Herron Corps of Engineers Research Laboratory
Mr. Michael Santoro, U.S. Air Force Engineering Support Center
(AFESC), U.S. Air Force MEL Use Committee Representative was not
in attendance. Contact with Mr. Santoro prior to the meeting
indicated that Mr. Santoro had moved to a new position within the
AFESC and had turned over the MEL responsibility to Mr. Steve
Hathaway. The secretary wa_ unable to contact Mr. Hathaway prior
- to the meeting about his attendance. Mr. Hathaway will be sent
all Committee material and requested to attend the next meeting.
The four voting members of the committee that were present
represented a quorum and therefore official business could be
conducted.
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Prior to working from the agenda, Dean Devine gave the committee
a synopsis of the organization and activities of the FEMP. Primary
responsibility of FEMP is to report to congress on the progress
toward energy efficiency in the federal sector. Several programs
are underway at FEMP to assist federal agencies in achieving energy
goals. These include the new federal relighting initiative, shared
energy savings(SES) support, technology base support, and the
federal energy decision screening (FEDS) tool development. Many
of these programs are being undertaken by PNL. It was suggested
that the FEDS activity be presented to the Committee at the next •
meeting.
Agenda Review
The agenda (Attachment i) was approved with one minor change.
Since Dean needed to return to Washington D.C. early that
afternoon, he requested that the discussion of the status and
strategy for Department of Transportation participation in MEL be
moved to immediately after lunch.
Approval of Minutes from Previous Meetinq
It was moved and seconded to approve the minutes from the previous
meeting. Motion passed.
Appointment of New Executive Secretary
Because of changes in work assignments for Rich Mazzucchi, PNL
proposed that Graham Parker replace Rich and serve as the Executive
Secretary of the MEL Use Committee. A motion was made and seconded
to appoint Graham Parker as Executive Secretary of the MEL Use
Committee. Motion carried.
MEL Use Plan Proposed Revisions
The Committee spent considerable time reviewing the proposed
changes to the MEL Use Plan. Two documents were provided to the
Committee prior to the meeting. One document showed the proposed
changes (additions and deletions) inserted into the text; the other
document showed the "final" document with the changes. Several
additional changes/modifications were recommended and approved by
consensus. A marked-up copy with the additional changes will be
sent to each member for final review. The members will inform the
secretary if they agree with these new changes before the revised
Plan is prepared for sign-off and publication. The marked-up copy
will be sent out by the end of November and the revised Plan will
be published by January, 1991.
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Status of Other Aqency Participation
Discussion proceeded on the status and interface of various federal
agencies in relationship to the use of MEL.
DOT--Bill Riches had a conversation with Mr. Gerleman regarding
• their continued interest in using the MEL in pursuing energy
conservation programs within the urban transportation group of the
5-state region. Bill requested guidance from the committee
" concerning the potential for using the MEL. Dean indicated that
within the broad charter of FEMP, this was possible especially
since the urban transportation group received federal funding.
Conservation programs instituted as a result of MEL testing would
ultimately benefit the federal government.
It was decided that Bill should once again contact this group,
indicate to them that the MEL could potentially be available and
arrange for a meeting with PNL and/or FEMP to explore the types of
testing/conservation activities that may be undertaken. With the
current revisions to the MEL Use Plan, FEMP could support the
initial activities associated with developing a test plan for this
organization.
It was also decided that the Charter of the MEL Use Committee may
need to be revised to enable MEL services to be available to those
outside the "federal" sector. This will be an item of discussion
for the next meeting.
SAS--Fred Blackburn discussed the role played by SAS in the
MEL/FORSCOM applications project. In summary, PNL sends all
initial site visit reports, procedures and test reports throug1_ SAS
for review and approval. SAS keeps other organizations informed
of MEL activities including the Tennessee Valley Authority and
other Corps of Engineers organizations.
In addition, SAS has been working with the Training and Doctorate
Command (TRADOC) to bring in MEL capabilities to assist TRADOC
sites were appropriate. Currently, SAS is working with 5 TRADOC
installations in a utility evaluation project. MEL will likely
- need to be used in one phase of this project.
Material Command (AMC)--Graham Parker reported on PNL's work with
AMC at the Lake City Army Ammunition Plant (AAP) to assist in 3
upgrade projects. PNL has recently submitted a statement of work
to perform a complete evaluation of the Lake City steam
distribution system. MEL equipment would be used in this study
which would begin early in 1991.
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Air Force--PNL's activities with Edwards Air Force Base was
discussed. The probability for MEL activities at Edwards is likely
to be a year away. Fred Blackburn indicated that Bill Piunkett of
SAS was presenting MEL capabilities at a meeting this week of all
DEH personnel from the Air Force. Fred will report on the results
of that meeting.
Fred also indicated that SAS desires to become the technical center
of excellence for automated mapping and facility management for
site utilities. In this role, SAS will be able to cross service
boundaries and therefore have access to all Army and Air Force
sites for this technology area. Studies may need to be done on
utilities at these sites and MEL will have a role in this.
U.S.Marines--Graham Parker summarized PNL's activities at
Twentynine Palms Marine Base to assist in developing an expert
system for operation and maintenance of their central power plant.
Jim Heller indicated that NEESA has examined software packages for
this application and suggested PNL contact Peter Fanning at NEESA
(805) 982-3562 for more information.
Other Federal Agencies--Graham Parker discussed the possibility of
PNL implementing FEDS at a U.S. Forest Service Research and
Development Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin. MEL may need to be
deployed as part of this activity.
The metering of the DOE Forrestal Building by PNL was also
discussed by Rich Szydlowski.
Bill riches passed out information on his evaluation of the
electrical distribution system at FERMI Laboratories (see
Attachment 2). Within this discussion, the issue of the repair and
calibration of the MEL equipment currently being used by FERMI in
their work. This equipment includes 3 Dranetz 808 Analyzers and
3 Techtran 990 recorders. One of the Techtrans is currently
inoperable and the Dranetz needs to be calibrated prior to using
them again starting in December, 1990. This issue was to be
resolved prior to this meeting. Bill thought that PNL would be able
to exchange Dranetz for calibrated units. However, PNL currently
has most of their units committed in the field or otherwise
unavailable.
The Committee decided that neither FEMP nor PNL should pay for
calibration of this equipment without compensation. Bill was
requested to develop a plan for calibration and replacement of
Techtran. This recommendation will be reviewed by the committee
for approval. Jim Heller indicated that NEESA may have a spare
Techtran for loan to FERMI.
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Bill also passed out information on FERMI energy savings
recognition by DOE and Bill's award for Regional Energy Engineer.
(See Attachment 3).
The first day's meeting ended at 1645 hours.
• THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1990.
The meeting was continued at 0830 hours. Those in attendance for






Ms Jerry Northrup, CERL was to attend today's meeting to make the
CERL presentation, however, she left a message that she would be
unable to attend.
M_L Procedure Development and Testinq/Reportinq States
Graham Parker presented information on the current status of the
test procedure development (see Attachment 4). Included in this
material is a diagram showing how all of the procedures currently
under development fit together in the scheme of testing activities.
The priority for completing the procedures was discussed. Priority
is established based on need (current and future) and experience
in the field. One procedure (end-use metering) will be submitted
to ASTM subcommittee ballot in the next 4 weeks as the first step
toward standards society acceptance.
Jim Heller indicated that NAFAC/NEESA would be willing to review
draft test procedures and would be willing to accept completed test
procedures for possible use.
The current MEL Suspense Schedule and status of the MEL Assignment
Plans and Test Reports were also discussed (see Attachment 5).
Testing is currently being conducted at 4 sites with about 1/2 of
the test reports for the completed testing yet to be written. Fred
Blackburn commented on the high quality of the test reports
reviewed by SAS staff.
Test Equipment Status
Rich Szydlowski presented the current status of the purchase of
test equipment for the MEL (see Attachment 6). Approximately $70K
of test equipment was purchased by PNL and NEESA (for PNL) in FY90.
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Approximately $17K of reusable supplies were purchased by FORSCOM;
$21K of equipment was transferred from SAS to PNL; and $1500 of
equipment was transferred from DOE. Approximately $16.5K of FEMP
equipment funding received in FY90 remains. This will likely be
used to upgrade the flow measuring equipment since there is a high
demand for this equipment for future testing and the current
equipment is old and in need of constant maintenance.
Rich also discussed the recent developments in testing
apparatus/software. This includes software for direct PC
connection with the flowmeters for chilled water flow, and for
direct connection with the Dranetz 808 analyzers. In addition, PNL
has designed a new, less expensive, valve assembly for use in
chiller (low temperature) testing. NEESA requested a drawing of
the assembly for possible use in their testing.
Selected MEL Testinq Results
Rich Szydlowski presented selected MEL test results (see Attachment
7). These included the substation metering at Ft. Lewis, chiller
performance testing at Ft. Sam Houston, and Building 200 total
electric metering and boiler combustion efficiency testing at Ft.
McPherson. He discussed the significance of the results and the
quality assurance procedures PNL employs while doing field testing.
Fred Blackburn inquired about the results from the Hunter
substation metering. He would like any preliminary data ASAP so
that it could be used in a feeder upgrade project scheduled for
the site.
Jim Heller briefly discussed the activities at NEESA over the last
6 months (see Attachment 8). Among the activities discussed were
writing specifications for remote metering system at NADEP n
Florida, the data collection on the central steam plant at
Twentynine Palms, California, metering work at Ft. Bliss and SCADA
development at the Public Works Center in Alameda, California.
It was apparent that many of the NEESA activities have direct
relevance to MEL and other related ESMO activities being undertaken
by PNL.
Graham Parker presented an overview of MEL-related activities at
other federal sites (see Attachment 9). Much of this information
was a repeat from the information presented the first day of the
meeting.
Journal of American Military Enqineers Article
Graham Parker distributed a draft Abstract and (incomplete) article
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for submission to the American Military Engineer Journal (see
Attachment i0). The Committee felt that a feature-type article
that was descriptive of the MEL and its history (brief) with a
summary of test results would be more appropriate for this type of
journal• Since the readership of this magazine is primarily "upper
management" and not the practicing/field engineer, an article
" focusing on test results may be more appropriate for either a
follow-on article or article for another journal (such as the
Energy Engineers Journal)• The Committee also felt that the
figures should be simple and photos should be included as part of
the article. Lastly, the Committee felt that mention of the role
of MEL in infrastructure modernization would be important to
emphasize to capture reader's attention.
Graham agreed to revise the article to include the elements
discussed and prepare a second (companion) article that describes
the testing results in more detail• Both articles will be
submitted to the committee for review and comment. In addition,
Jim Heller agreed to submit some test results from NEESA testing
(perhaps on steam/boilers) for inclusion in the alternate (second)
"technical" article•
Next Meetinq
It was suggested and agreed upon to hold the Spring 1991 MEL Use
Committee meeting in Orlando, Florida, April 3-4. The committee
agreed that SAS would be an invited guest for that meeting•
Items arising from this meeting for the Spring 1991 meeting
include:
• Revision to the MEL Use Committee Charter to include provision
for usage of the MEL by non-federal agencies.
• Proposal for dealing with the buses. ._
• FEDS presentation by PNL
Adjournment
It was moved and seconded to adjourn the Fall 1991 meeting. The
motion passed and the meeting was adjourned at 1500 hours.
Summary of Action Items
The following is a listing of action items from the meeting and
persons responsible for those items. The estimated date for
completing the action is also given. It will be the responsibility
of the Executive Secretary for assuring that these items are
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completed prior to the Spring 1991 meeting.
Item Person Date
i. Provide a report to Bill Riches G. Parker 11/90
on IHEM Lighting Study completed by PNL
2. Provide hand-marked copy of MEL Use Plan G. Parker 11/90
for Committee review
3. Prepare MEL Use summary (l-page) for G. Parker ii/91
distribution w_i.th Brochure
4. Distribute copy of executive order D. Devine 11/91
directing FEMP activities
5. Provide electronic copy of NEESA J. Heller 11/91
addendum to the MEL Use Plan and
copy of ALESP manual to PNL
6. Prepare the FEMP/MEL Semi-Annual G. Parker 11/90
Report for the period April 1990 to
September 1990
7. Provide da_ from Hunter substation G. Parker 11/90
metering to SAS
8. Prepare revised article(s) and submit G. Parker 11/90
to Committee for review
9. Transmit copy of MEL project summary G. Parker 11/90
to NEESA for use in newsletter
I0. Prepare proposal fcr calibrating and B. Riches 12/90
replacing equipment being used by FERMI
11. Finalize article(s) and submit to G. Parker 01/91
American Military Engineer Journal
12. Revise MEL Use Plan and submit to G. Parker 01/91
Committee for final signature; publish
13. Meet with regional DOT and report on B. Riches 02/91
discussion concerning MEL use. Report
to Committee the results of meeting
14. Prepare agenda and make arrangements G. Parker 02/90
for Spring 1991 MEL Use Committee
meeting
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15. Make arrangements for Committee members G. Parker 01/91
to obtain FEMP-Net electronic mail
16. Prepare a proposal for disposition of G. Parker 03/91
the buses
17. Arrange for a presentation of G. Parker 03/91
FEDS at MEL Use Committed Meeting
in Spring 1991
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LOCATION: RAMADA INN OAK BROOK 933 So. Route 83, Elmhurst IL (312) 279-0700
TERRACE ROOM
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 24, 1990.
0900 CONVENE MEETING AND REVIEW AGENDA
0915 REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM SPRING 1990 MEETING
0930 APPROVAL OF NEW EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
1000 DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED MEL USE PLAN REVISIONS
1030 BREAK
1045 DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED MEL USE PLAN REVISIONS (Cont.)
1230 LUNCH
1330 DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED MEL USE PLAN REVISIONS (Cont.)
1530 STATUS AND STRATEGY FOR OTHER AGENCY PARTICIPATION
- SAS INTERFACE & ASSISTANCE




- OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES
1700 ADJOURN
1800 DINNER - LOCATION TO BE DETERMINED
I.Ii
AGENDA - Day 2
THURSDAY OCTOBER 25, 1990
0800 MEL APPUCATIONS AND PROCEDURE STATUS - G.B. Parker
0900 MEL EQUIPMENT AND TEST DEVELOPMENT STATUS - R.F. Szydlowski
1000 BREAK
1030 SELECTED PNL MEL APPLICATIONS - R.F. Szydlowski
1200 LUNCH
1300 U.S. NAVY MEL APPLICATIONS -J. Heller
1400 CERL ACTIVITIES - D. Herron
1430 FUTURE MEL-RELATED ACTIVITIES
1515 REVIEW OF S.A.M.E. ARTICLE ABSTRACT AND OUTLINE - G.B. Parker
1600 ACTION ITEM REVIEW AND AGREEMENT
1700 ADJOURN
1800 DINNER - TO BE DETERMINED
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Energy Conservation Program Awards and Recognition
• /f i
- , _' Department of Energy uM EnergyWisely
9800 South Cass Avenue
\_* _'-_//._._/
Argonne, Illinois 60439
CALL OR WRITE" DOE-FEMP October 1990
DR. KAREL KLIMA, P.E.
TELEPHONE: 708/972-2284
TO" ENERGY MANAGERS AND COORDINATORS - FEDERAL, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
SECTORS IN ILINOIS
FROM. THE ENERGY COMMITTEE, DOE-FEMP; THE GREATER CHICAGO COMMITTEE TO USE
__ ENERGY WISELY; THE ASSOCIATION OF ENERGY ENGINEERS CH_.CAGOCHARTER
CHAPTER AND ILLINOIS; THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF P(YWERENGINEERS
SUBJECT- 1990 ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAM AND REGUlaR ANNUAL _EETING,
OCTOBER 25, 1990
The regular monthly meeting will be held Thursday, October 2Sth at 7"00 p.m.
at DOE/ANL, 9800 South C__ssAvenue, Building 201, Conference Room 3A, Argonne,
Illinois. A gate pass to enter the ANL site is re_quired. Call 708/972-2282
or 708/972-2275 if you plan to attend.
October is "American Energy Awareness Month" in Illinois. The Energy
Engineering Awards by the AEE will be presented to"
• A_!ie C. Mansker, DOE/_--CP Regional A_ra__
. Julia Langhorn, Geneva, _ . William _._.Riches, P.E., Fr_,[ILAB
. FNR staff, Chicago Office . lYa_d W. Anderson, C-_!_ica_
. FERMILAB, Batavia, iL Public Schools
Dr. James P. Hartnett, Director, Energy Resources Center, University of
_!_!inoiswill discuss during the Technical Program, "Solid Waste Management
and Env irormental Issues". Tnere will be a Q&A period.
Bring guest(s), your spouse or associates to this annual meeting. (No dinner
wil! be served.)
1990 THENCE" "ENERGY" PLAN ZT ... FOR ?HE ,___uNET"
ACTIVITIES




OCTOBER 1990 U.S. Department of Energy, Washington. D.C. Vol. 13, No. 10
U
Berkeley Among 33 Winners of Federal Energy Efficiency Awards
DOE'_ Lawrence Berkeiev Labora- U.S. Armv, Ft. Belvc_ir, \'a.. for initi- lOCI nominations, include I'2 individuals,
_orv is arnone, the .J'3 or_arllgatlon_ ,tnd atlng a hcattn_ plant svstem for U S and 4 small _rc_ut)s. tmi ',- ,_r'-':tn_;::_tt_n_.
tndlviduais scheduied to receive Federal toreigm stat,ons saving about SlO0 million lrorn ti__' General .';crvlces .a,dr_'.tntstr;t-
Energy" E,fficmncv Awards in a'_Vashing- tn constructmn costs' and the I,,'.S. tlon. Army, Na,,'v..-",_r F_rcc. ",,l,xr',.nc
ton. D.C. ceremonv on October 26. Courthouse. General Services .-\dmints- Corps. Department of \cterans .-',,Ifairs.
LBL. the only Department 1990 tration, Madison, Wis.. for a building
- AWARDS',,.'inner and one of three to receive ener_, su_'ey resulting in an annual
"Sp_ ":ial Recognition," is cited for _savings of anproximateh. $980,
deve'opment of an energy management Secretary ,James D. WatkinsandJ. NASA. U.S. Postal Service, and the
lighting system estimated to produce an Michael Davis, Assistant Secretary, for Tennessee k'aIlev Authority.
annual savings of 5670,000. Conservation and Renewable Energy, 'vVinnint: initiatives included re-
Other Special Recognition winners are scheduled to present the awards ina duced consumption oi" energy.', nev,
in "he program, sponsored bv the Federal ceremonv in the Dirksen Senate Office equipment and procedures, training pro-
Interagenc.v Energ 3' Policy Committee Building. grams, and employee awareness pro-
anti DOE. are Robert G. O'Brien of the The winners, picked from close to grams.
In-House Energy Use Drops; Five Awards Scheduled
Energy consumption in DOE conversion to natural gas heating, andan for a model energy av,'arencss program
buildings dropped I0 percent in FY 1989 upgraded employee cash award incentive emphasizing education and community
compared toFY85, was down 23.9 per- program, outreach and numerous energy savln,.z
cent in metered processes at Department projects estimated to save 5980.000 in an-
facilities, and deceased 7 2 percent in Weapons Testing Facility - nual energy' and related operatmg costs.
DOE vehicles and equipment. Reynolds Electrical & Engineering Co.. Mark K. Culp - Brookhaven National
The In-House Energy, Manage- Inc., Nevada Test Site - for retrofitting Laboratory - for managing priorities for
mentlIHE.M) Program, which reported existing buildings, lighting surveys on electrical equipment loads to meet
the energy" savings, also announced buildings and tunnels, highly effective monthly preset demandtar_etsandchm:-
[HE,XI Awards for FY 1989 .J. Michael employee awareness programs, manship of the Demand Coordination
Davis. Assistant Secretary forConserva- Committee formed in 1985. Estimated
:.ion and Renewable Energy', ',',,ill make Operations Office- Richland-for savings under his ieadershlp totai
:he presentatmns at Forres_al Head- superior directionofenergy'management $,,t.650,000
ouarters on October 26. The winners: programs at sites and 11 projects ex-
pected to save about 5930.000 per year
Laboratory- Fermi National Ac- when compieted.
ceierator Laboratory - for an energ2,.'
management programlnciudinglignting Individuals - Roberr L. Brov,'n.
retrofits, conversion to fluorescent lamps. \Vestlnghouse Hanford Co.. Richland -
Davis To Present 51 Innovation Awards
Fiftv-one Natmnal Awards tor dairwiirmS250.000avearinener_'costs _-:>,,
Energy Innovation will be presented by and 5517 000 in processmg costs. ...n
!. Niichaei Davis. Asslstant Secretarv. E
Conservation andRene,,vabie Energy'. in The second Special Recognition y_ -
a ceremonv at :he Departmental Audi- Award ,.,,,illgo to Michigan State Univer- 2
tonum, Constitutmn Avenue, at '-_p.m. sit,,' for use of an existing compressed air a,l
on October !0 " svstem to eliminate the eight-minute ,m___,
The winners, seiected from 138 warmup period required to operate the MS CLEAN -- April Howard of San-
nominatlons from 38 states, the District brakes and other equipment systems on dia National Laboratories wears a
UnJversitv buses. The inno,,'anon reduces
o( Columbia and America Samoa. ,,,,'iii "spacesuzt" and helmet as site dist)lavs a
.'-ecei,.'e certificates signed bv Secretary the diesel exhaust emission dunng war- wafer of semiconductor chips manutac-
mup bv 95 z
james D. Wat_.:lns. tured in Sandia's new ._licroetectronzcs
Land C)'kai<es. Inc. and GEA The winning pro2ects ran_e from Development I, aboratom'. The ,'ab i_-
\V,:I_and ',,.'_ilrece_,.'e one of tv,,,o Special an energy' awareness ,.'icieo for school corporates a 12.500-square:thor clean
Recognition Av,'ards for a mechanical children to an energv eli"_c_ent _cc arena, room ct,/_ck uses the laminar _r t'[ott'
vapor recompresston (.\I\'R} s',.'srem used Ali ,.,.'_nn_ng projects ;,,'ill be !istcci _n detml clean room /_nnciph' i_rented at Sandia
:n r}n,-,...ar_r_ratJon o(whev _n ',:ineese aro- in a book ro be avaiJabie :o the public to make prototype semiconductor <h_t,,s
duc:io:_. The ',,IkR _.,.'stem saves the nc::_ spnn< ,/br u'capons, sau'ilitcs, and _'pacccrat:.
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MOBILE ENERGY LABORATORYSUSPENSE SCHEDULE (DETAIL) LAST UPDATE: 101590
FOR THE FEDERAL ENERGY MANAGEMENTPROGRAM CONFIRMATIONDATE: 121590
Note: Only dates prior to the confirmationdate are firm.
i USING I I COMP. I ITEM
I AGENCY I DATE J DATE I DESCRIPTION
MEL BUS/EQUIPMENTACTIVITY:
ARMY-RFS 07/30/90 071690 REPAIRAND REMOVE BUS FROM FT. CARSON
*DOE -RFS 10/30/90 RECEIVENEW PURCHASEDEQUIPMENTFROM NEESA
*DOE -RFS 10/30/90 ORDER ALL TEST EQUIPMENTWITH FYgO FUNDS
' *DOE -RPM 10/30/90 MOVE BUS FROM NNMC
ON-SITE ACTIVITY:
ARMY-PRA 12/15-07/30 FT IRWIN TESTS
ARMY-RFS 01/29-01/29 REMOVE TEST EQUIPMENT FROM FT CARSON
ARMY-RFS 01/29-04/08 FT MCPHERSONTESTS
ARMY-PRA 01/29-08/30 FT STEWARTTESTS
ARMY-RFS 06/25-06/29 092390 HUNTER AIR FIELD TEST EQUIPMENTINSTALL _2
ARMY-RFS 01/29-08/30 HUNTER AIR FIELD TESTS
ARMY-RFS 02/19-03/01 FT LEWIS WINTER TEST EQUIPMENT INSTALL.
ARMY-RFS 02/19-03/01 FT LEWIS WINTER TESTS
*NAVY-RFS 03/15-08/30 NNMC TESTS
*DOE -RPM 05/14-06/07 060790 FORRESTALBUILDING TESTS
ARMY-RFS 06/04-06/15 FT SAM HOUSTON SUMMER TEST EQUIP. INSTALL.
ARMY-PRA 06/25-06/29 071390 FT RILEY SITE VISIT
ARMY-RFS 06/05-08/31 FT SAM HOUSTON SUMMER TESTS
*AMC -GBP 08/29-08/30 083090 LAKE CITY AAP SITE VISIT/PRELIMINARYTESTS
*DOT -RPM 08/30-09/30 MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY TEST #2
ARMY-PRA 10/15-10/30 FTORD-O01,-O03,-O05TEST EQUIPMENTINSTALL.
MAPS/REPORTS:
ARMY-GBP 01/15-01/29 100290 FTLEWIS-O02TEST REPORT
ARMY-GBP 01/15-01/29 FTLEWIS-O03TEST REPORT
ARMY-GBP 01/15-01/29 072790 FTLEWIS-O05TEST REPORT
ARMY-GBP 02/19-03/01 070390 CARSON-O01TEST REPORT
ARMY-GBP 02/19-03/01 061890 CARSON-O02TEST REPORT
ARMY-GBP 02/19-03/01 CARSON-O03TEST REPORT
ARMY-GBP 03/15-05/01 072690 FTMAC-O01TEST REPORT
ARMY-GBP 03/15-05/01 FTMAC-O02TEST REPORT
ARMY-GBP 03/15-05/01 082290 FTMAC-O03TEST REPORT
. ARMY-GBP 05/29-06/05 060590 FT ORD MAPS PREPARED
ARMY-GBP 07/16-07/20 072490 FT RILEY INITIALSITE VISIT REPORT
ARMY-GBP 07/16-09/01 IRWIN-O01TZST REPORT
. ARMY-GBP 08/01-10/01 IRWIN-O02TEST REPORT
ARMY-GBP 08/15-08/30 082490 FT RILEY MAPS PREPARED
ARMY-PRA 09/30-12/01 HUNTR-O01TEST REPORT
ARMY-PRA 10/15-12/15 HUNTR-O02TEST REPORT
ARMY-PRA 09/30-12/30 STWRT-O01TEST REPORT
ARMY-PRA 09/30-12/30 STWRT-O02TEST REPORT
ARMY-PRA 09/30-11/15 FSAMH-O02TEST REPORT
* MEL-relatedactivitiesnot funded by FORSCOM
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MOBILE ENERGY LABORATORYSUSPENSE SCHEDULE (DETAIL-CONT.)LAST UPDATE: 101590
FOR THE FEDERAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM CONFIRMATIONDATE: 121590
Note: Only dates prior to the confirmationdate are firm.
I USING I I COMP. I ITEM
I AGENCY I DATE I DATE I DESCRIPTION
PROCEDURES:
d
ARMY-DLH 123089 WHOLE BUILDING TEST PROCEDUREDRAFT
ARMY-DLH 030190 080390 CHILLER TESTING PROCEDUREDRAFT
ARMY-DLH 063090 INCORPORATESAS COMMENTS INTO PROCEDURES
ARMY-DLH 071590 HOT AND COLD WATER DIST. SYS. PROC. DRAFT '
ARMY-DLH 073090 ELECTRICMOTOR EFFICIENCYTEST PROC. DRAFT
ARMY-DLH 083090 POWER FACTOR DETERMINATIONPROC. DRAFT
ARMY-DLH 093090 TEMP. STRATIFICATIONEVAL. PROC. DRAFT
ARMY-DLH 113090 ELEC. DISTURB.AND HARMONICSANAL. DRAFT
OTHER:
*DOE -RPM 050190 CHILLER EVALUATIONCAPABILITY BRIEF
ARMY-JCV 09/25-09/27 092790 FORSCOMFEDS/MEL REVIEW AT PNL
*DOE -RPM 10/30-10/31 FALL 1990 MEL USE COMMITTEEMEETING
SAS -WOP 11/06-11/07 FORSCOMENERGY PROGRAM SEMI-ANNUALREVIEW
*DOE -GBP 04/03-04/05 SPRING 1991MEL USE COMMITTEEMEETING
* MEL-relatedactivitiesnot funded by FORSCOM
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MOBILE ENERGY LABORATORYSUSPENSE SCHEDULE LAST UPDATE: 101590
FOR THE FEDERAL ENERGYMANAGEMENT PROGRAM CONFIRMATIONDATE: 121590
Note: Only dates prior to the confirmationdate are firm.
i USING i SUSP. I COMP. I ITEM
I AGENCY I DATE I DATE I DESCRIPTION
. ARMY-DLH 030190 080390 CHILLERTESTING AT PNL & DRAFT PROCEDURE
ARMY-RFS 031889 FT LEWIS WINTER TESTS
ARMY-RFS 032089 FT SAM HOUSTON WINTER TESTS
, ARMY-RFS 040890 FT MCPHERSONTESTS
*DOE -RFS 042090 062990 NEW TEST EQUIPMENTSPECIFICATIONSPREPARED
*DOE -RPM 050190 CHILLER EVALUATIONCAPABILITYBRIEF
ARMY-PP_A051590 060890 FT ORD MAPs PREPARED
*DOE oRPM 060790 060790 FORRESTALBUILDINGTESTS
ARMY-PP_A062990 071390 FT RILEY INITIALSITE VISIT
ARMY-DLH 071590 HOT AND COLD WATER DIST. SYS. PROC. DRAFT
ARMY-GBP 072090 072490 FT RILEY INITIALSITE VISIT REPORT
ARMY-DLH 073090 ELECTRIC MOTOR EFFICIENCYTEST PROC. DRAFT
ARMY-PRA 073090 FT IRWIN TESTS
*AMC oGBP 083090 083090 LAKE CITY AAP SITE VISIT/PRELIMINARYTESTS
ARMY-DLH 083090 POWER _A_TnDtau,v,,DETERMINATIONPROCEDUREDRAFT
ARMY-PP_A083090 FT STEWART TESTS
ARMY-RFS 083090 HUNTER ARMY AIR FIELD TESTS
ARMY-RFS 083190 FT SAM HOUSTON SUMMER TESTS
*NAVY-RFS 083090 NATIONAL NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER TESTS
*ARMY-DLH 093090 TEMPERATURESTRATIFICATIONEVAL. PROC. DRAFT
*DOT -RPM 093090 MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY TESTS
ARMY-JVC 092790 09/27/90 FORSCOMFEDS/MEL REVIEW AT PNL
*DOE -RFS 103090 RECEIVENEW PURCHASEDEQIUPMENTFROM NEESA
*DOE -RFS 103090 ORDER ALL TEST EQUIPMENTWITH FY90 FUNDS
ARMY-PFLA 103090 FTORD-O01,-003, -005 TEST EQUIPMENT INSTALL.
*DOE -RPM 103190 FALL 1990 MEL USE COMMITTEEMEETING
SAS -WOP 110790 FORSCOM ENERGY PROGRAMSEMI._NNUALREVIEW
ARMY-DLH 113090 ELEC. DISTURB. AND HARMONICSA_L. PROC. DRAFT
*DOE -GBP 040591 SPRING 1991MEL USE COMMITTEEMEEilNG




MAP # TEST DESCRIPTION STATUS
FORT CARSON [InitialSite Visit 01/89]
CARSON-O01 Building 8030 Lightingand End Use Taking Data Until 06/91
Metering
CARSON-O02 CombustionEfficiency/WasteOil Burn EquipmentRemains 09/90
CARSON-O03 Building 8000 Compressor Evaluation Taking Data Until 10/90 o
FORT LEWIS [InitialSite Visit 05/89]
LEWIS-O01 Power Factor at Yakima Firing Range Unsigned by DEH
LEWIS-O02 ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile EquipmentRemoved 12/89
LEWIS-O03 Sewage TreatmentPlant Profile EquipmentRemoved 12/89
LEWIS-O04 Lighting Levels in Building Unsigned by DEH
LEWIS-O05 CommissaryElectric Usage Profile EquipmentRemoved 12/89
LEWIS-OO6oR1 Steam & HTHW Boiler Testing Testing to Start 01/91
LEWIS-OO7-RI Barracks Heat Demand Testing to Start 01/91
LEWIS-O08 HelicopterHanger Retrofit Evaluation Unsigned by DEH
LEWIS-OO9 HelicopterSimulationBuilding Tripout To be Revised 09/90
FORT SAM HOUSTON [Initial Site Visit 08/89]
FSAMH-O01 Air ConditionorConstrollerEvaluation EquipmentRemoved 08/89
FSAMH-O02 Chiller PerformanceEvaluation Testing to Start 10/9(]
FSAMH-O03 Hot Water ControllerEvaluation Testing to Start 10/90
FSAMH-O04 Laundry Boiler Combustion Efficiency Testing to Start 10/90
FORT IRWIN [InitialSite Visit 09/89]
IRWIN-O01 ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Testing Started 03/90
IRWIN-O02 Office Building ElectricUse Profile Testing Started 01/90
IRWIN-O03 Office Building Lighting Levels Testing Completed 12/89
HUNTER ARMY AIR FIELD [InitialSite Visit 10/89]
HUNTR-O01 ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Taking Data Until 09/91
HUNTR-O02 Chiller PerformanceEvaluation Testing Completed09/90
FORT STEWART [InitialSite Visit 10/89]
STWRT-OOI-RI ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Testing Completed09/90 •
STWRT-OO2-RI Main Power Plant ElectricUse Profile Taking Data Until 05/91
FORT MCPHERSON [InitsalSite Visit 11/89]
FTMAC-O01 Boiler Combustion/DeliveryEfficiency EquipmentRemoved 08/90
FTMAC-O02 Building 200 ElectricProfile Testing Started 02/90
FTMAC-O03 CombustionEfficiencySmall Boilers EquipmentRemoved 08/90
1.30
FORT GILLEM [InitialSite Visit 11/89]
FTGIL-O01 WarehouseTemperatureStratification Testing to Start 01/91
FTGIL-O02 Boiler ShutdownEvaluation Testing to Start 01/91
FORT ORD [InitialSite Visit 04/90] Site Visit Report 04/90
FTORDoO01 Peak Demand at PX and Meter CalibrationSigned by FORSCOM 08/90
FTORD-O02 Well Water Pumps ElectricDemand Signed by FORSCOM 08/90
FTORD-O03 ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Signed by FORSCOM 08/90
FTORD°O04 Hospital End Use Characterization Signed by FORSCOM 08/90
, FTORD-O05 Hospital Boiler Delivery Efficiency Signed by FORSCOM08/90
FORT RILEY [InitialSite Visit 07/90] Site Visit Report 07/90
RILEY-O01 ElectriclDistributionSystem Profile Signed by DEH 09/90
RILEY-O02 Chiller Delivery Efficiency Signed by DEH 09/90
RILEY-O03 Chiller Cooling Load Determination Signed by DEH 09/90
1.31
10/01/90
STATUS OF FORSCORTEST REPORTS
MAP # TEST REPORT TITLE STATUS
FORT CARSON
CARSON-O01 Building8030 Lighting and End Use Final to Site 07/90
Metering
CARSON-O02 Combustion Efficiency/WasteOil Burn Draft to SAS 07/90
CARSON-O03 Building8000 CompressorEvaluation Start Data Anal. I0/.c,0
8
FORT LEWIS
LEWIS-O02 ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Draft to SAS 10/90
LEWISoO03 Sewage Treatment Plant Profile Start Data Anal. 09/90
LEWIS-O05 Commissary ElectricUsage Profile Comments Received 09/90
LEWIS-OO6-RI Steam & HTHW Boiler Testing Testing to Start 01/91
LEWIS-OO7-RI BarracksHeat Demand Testing to Start 01/91
LEWISoOOg Helicopter SimulationBuilding Tripout Testing to Start 09/90
FORT SAM HOUSTON
FTSAM-O01 Air ConditionerController Evaluation Accepted by Site 07/90
FSAMH-O02 Chiller PerformanceEvaluation Testing to Start 09/90
FSAMH-O03 Hot Water ControllerEvaluation Testing to Start 09/90
FSAMH-O04 Laundry Boiler Delivery Efficiency Testing to Start 09,/90
FORT IRWIN
IRWIN-O01 ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Start Data Anal. 09/90
IRWIN-O02 Office Building ElectricUse Profile Start Data Anal. 08/90
IRWIN-O03 Measured Lighting Levels in Four Office Revision to SAS 07/90
Buildings
HUNTER ARMY AIR FIELD
HUNTR-O01 ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Start Data Anal. 10/90
HUNTR-O02 Chiller PerformanceEvaluation Start Data Anal. 10/90
FORT STEWART
STWRT-OO1-RI ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Start Data Anal. 10/91 "
STWRT-OO2-RI Main Power Plant ElectricUse Profile Start Data Anal. 06/91
FORT MCPHERSON
FTMAC-O01 Boiler Combustion/DeliveryEfficiency Comments Received 09/90
FTMAC-O02 Building 200 ElectricalProfile Start Data Anal. 11/90
FTMAC-O03 Combustion EfficiencySmall Boilers Comments Received 09/90
i.32
FORTGILLEN
FTGIL-O01 Warehouse Temperature Stratification Testing to Start 01/91
FTGIL-O02 Boiler Shutdown Evaluation Testing to Start 01/91
1 oo
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1. PURCHASEDBY NEESA ($38,900)
PNL provided the following list of new MEL equipment to NEESA on July 3, 1990.
Purchase orders were placed in July 1990, before the NAVY's purchase deadline
for FYgO. But, due to uncertainties in available funds, purchase of the
remaining items is on hold. Items recieved by PNL are marked.
SOFTWARE: QTY S/Unit Ordered Received
WordPerfect 5.1 4 265 i
WordPerfect Office/Library 3.0 4 75 i
Borland Quattro Pro 4 300 |
Central Point's PC Tools Deluxe 6.0 4 150 |
Microsoft QuickBasic 4.5 4 75 |
Norton Utilities 5.0 I 150 i
Microsoft Quick C I 165 i
Lotus GraphWriter i 350 |
Hewlett Packard Graphics Gallery 3.0 i 500
Lotus Magellan 2.0 I 150 |
Remote cc:MAIL i 250
Traveling Software Laplink + III 3.0 i i00 n
Quarterdeck Desqview for 286 i 80 |
Quarterdeck Desqview for 386 I 125 i
Mathsoft MathCAD 2.5 I 300 |
Bloc Publishing FormTool i 55 |
Quarterdeck QRAMand Manifest 1.0 I 80 n
Quarterdeck QEMM-386 and Manifest 1.0 I i00 |
PKWare PKzip & PKunzip 1.02 I i00
MicroHelp Toolbox 1.21 (Basic) I 80
Microcom Carbon Copy Plus + Host I i00 |
u _,,, m
SubTotal 6200
COMPUTERACCESSORIES: QTY S/Unit Ordered Received
ALL CHARGECARD2 2 300 |
• Touchbase WorldPort Fax/Data Modem I 700 |
Seiko Smart Label Printer i 200 |
Rolls of labels 6 ii |
Videx TimeWand II i 700 l
3.5" floppy drive/controller 1.44MB 3 250 |
NEC Multisync 3D monitor 2 650 |
Oaradise VGA I024i, 512K video card 2 300 |





NEW MEL EQUIPMENTSUMMARY (Cont.)
OTHER EQUIPMENT qTY S/Unit Ordered Received
ADPI EASI Disk II, 3.5" 1.44MB drive 1 1200
ElectromaticTI-7H ultrsonicthicknessgauge 1 3000 I |
Transmationpressure calibrationsystem
Model 1090-21-SS1610G(O-500psi) 1 1575 |
Model 1098P pump (O-200psi) 1 225 |
Model 100830-075pump (O-3000psi) 1 250 |
Model SS0310Gpressure module (O-16psi) 1 500 |
Model SS0610G pressuremodule (O-lOOps|) 1 500 |
Model SS2310G pressuremodule (O-3000psi) 1 500 I
TIF halogen leak detectorModel 5500 1 200 | |
Neotronics PCO 961 combustionanalyzer 1 3500 | |
Bacharach PortableManometer& acc. 1 100 l
Barcharchdraft gauge model 13-7021 1 50 |
Tegam model 821 theTmometer 2 100 |
Tegam phase sequence indicatormodel T471 1 75 |
T_gam motor rotation indicatormodel MR-1 1 150 |
Solomat PressureAdded 500e Solopac Plus 1 3200 |
313LWX differentialwater pressure (5psi) 1 795 |
514LWX water pressure (O-lOOps|g) 1 795
RS500 MPM5OOe RS232 Adapter 1 325 |
Grant W14-ZD thermostaticbath (0-150C) 1 1526 U
LW14 bath lid 1 157 |
CZ1 immersioncooler (to OC' i 797
AEMCAC Current Probe I00.253{ jM853 6 800 |
Synergist|csC180 Logger 24" enclosure 2 3000 | |
Analog input option 2 900
SubTotal 32200
2. PURCHASEDBY FEMP ($21,000of $37,500)
Description QTY S/Unit Ordered Received
Synergist|csC180 Logger 24" enclosure 2 3000(') | |
Northgate33MHz, 386 DesktopComputer I 7200 I |
Compaq 286 LTE Laptop Computer 2 3500 l |
With 5.25" drive, modem
Texa_ InstrumentsLaser Printer 2 2900 |
HP ard Postscriptcompatible
Le]lu!_r Phone i 450 l |
Phone Modem - Cellular Phone Compatible 1 600 U I
(a) This equipment was purchased for FEMPby separate project funds as payment
for rental of existing C180 loggers.
/EQUIP/EQUSUM.MEL Page 2m
1.36
NEW MEL EQUIPMENTSUMMARY (Cont.)
3. PURCHASEDBY PNL ($10,000)
Description qTY S/Unit Ordered Received
Kodak 150PlusPortable Printer 2 450 | l
Bendix/KingPortable Radio 2 900 i l
DOE PortableRadio FequencyLicense 1 2400 l i
BMI Electric Power HarmonicsAnalyzer 1 4400(') l l
Power/HandTools - 500 i |
4. PURCHASEDBY FORSCOM ($17,300- Reusable Supplies)
Description qTY S/Unit Ordered Received
C180 Logger PotentialTransformers 12 120 l I
C18G Logger CommunicationModules 6 480 |
TemperatureSensors (Thermocouples) 24 30 |
Current Transformers(Splitcore) 293 35 i
Misc. Components - 2000 l
5. TRANSFERREDFROM SAS COE ($21,100Value)
Description qTY S/Unit Ordered Received
EMCO FP-IO0 Flow Computer 1 3000 |
EMCO Turbine Flow Meter Extractor 4 4000 l
EMCO Flow Meter Turbine 6 350 a
6. TRANSFERREDFROM DOE ($1,500Value)
Description qTY S/Unit Ordered Received
Toshiba 1000 Laptop Computer 1 1000 |
Compaq Dual-FloppyPortableComputer 1 500 l
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Boiler Combusion Potential Estimated
Location Efficiency Efficiency Annual
Savings
($)
, ,,, , , , ,,
Building 57-
East 77.7 83.0 600
West 73.2 83.0 1100
Building 59- .....
East 78.7 83.0 500
West 75.0 83.0 1100
Building 61-
East#1 73.1 83.0 1100
East #2 72.4 83.0 1000
East #3 71.4 83.0 1400
West 83.0 83.0 0
,,,
Building 63-
East 73.7 83.0 900
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THIRD AND FOURTH QUARTER, FY90
DOE Support- Project Manager: Jim Heller
An addendum to the MEL use plan was drafted fo_
• presentation at the next committee meeting _n Oct. 9_.
Materials were purchased for DOE Battelle Labs.
EAR - ProJect Leader - Amelia Duran
Meetings were held with OSD, NAVFAC, Army and Air
Force, to discuss current reporting practzcen, new
requlrements and plans for updated system_. Ali servi,:es,
and OSD, like the specifications and design of ,)ur
MIcro-EAR. Micro-EAR will probably be a model for the
entire DEIS-II reporting system• The Air Force report:_ r._w
data to DLA, and does not adjust for weather or population.
They provide activities with software to generate their ,0wn
reports, and the only processing of data is to summariue
MBtu/ksf by major claimant• Major Clazmant$ are respcnalb!e
rot reporting the data transmitted from the actlvltles ,:_
dlsl<.
FY75 to FY90 DEIS II data was downloaded from FACSO to
a NEESA mlcro. Database was opt_nlzed and occupies half the
memory space occupled on FACSO's computer. Paralleled EAR
databases changes during quarterly production of these
reports.
ALESP - Project Leader - Carlos Zavala
ALESP was taught at the fourth quarter CECOC_; class.
NCEL agreed that eight of the twenty-two ALESP software
modules NEESA reviewed, have serious errors requiring
further _nvestigation. They let a ,contract task to identlfy
ii errors exist in the remaining modules, and tc, docum._nt
and/or correct the known errors• The t. aak should be
completed lirst quarter FYgl.
1.59
U'FILITIES MANAGEMENT, MECHANICAL SYSTEMS PROGRAM
Program Manager: William Pierce
METERING
NADEP Pensacola - Project Leader - Wllllam Pierce
NADEP's goal is to remotely meter each of thelr
lacllities. Steam meters were purchased by NADEP in the
iourth quarter..._nstallation is planned ±or first quart_..
FYgl with NEESA assistance. We drafted a speclilcatlon Ior
the electric meters and recorders. These should be
purchased end of first quarter FY91.
Marine Corps, 29 Palms - (see attached)
WATERFRONT UTILITIES
PWC San Diego, Variable Speed Pumps - Project Leader -
Adam Barr lemon
Pier i - Pumplng statlon will be moved to p_er _ in
FYgl, pendlng SURFPAC approval. We will tur, e the d_ive
prlor to relocating, but repeated mechanical failures _n
pump components delayed our efforts.
North Island - Attemted to repair a pole on the drlve,
but wxll have to replace it instead.
Pier 12 - Our routine inspection zdentlfled delve 2 was
not starting in bypass mode, and drlves 2, 3 & 4 were
trlpping off. Severe instability and short cycling was
observed at 2600 gpm. NEESA and Westlnghouse 3ozntly
corrected the problems. Our continued Involvement has
enabled the Dumping station to operate successfully for I0
months. The pumping station feeds the drydock, and drydock
crews claim they never saw such reliable, steady pre_sure.
i.60
COGENERATION
Cogeneration, MCB Camp Pendleton - Project Leader - Jim
• Heller
Contracts office received estimates of $40K-S90K to
complete the installation. Contracts b_icer was called tc,
Saudi Arabia prior to completing negotiations. ProJect or,
._.o I d.
Cogeneration, NAS Cecil Field - F'roje,:t Leade_' - #zm
Healer
Provided final report and received 2avorable comment=
from customer. Recommended pursuing potential $5@0K savings
using a third party contract• Customer requested NEESA
involvement if contract is pursued.
Cogeneration, Naval Hospital San Diego - P_ _J3ect Leader
- Jim Heller
Three gas turbines at the Naval Hospital _ave about
S45_gK/yr, excluding labor to operate them. Labo_ tc, cF,er_te
the turbines is not recorded _eperately from the labor
required to operate the rest of the bol]_-/chil!er plant.
To reduce maintenance requirements, recommended turbines-
operate at full load, rather than cycling them to a reduced
load at off-peak hours. Report expected ilrst quarter FYgl.
Cogeneration, NARDAC, San Diego - P,oject Lea_ler /lm
Heller
Four reciprocating, natural gas fired englne_; cuuld
save $3@OK/yr provided maintenance requirements we_e ;J....t =_o
excessive. Preliminary indications are that this p,lant is
]ust breaking even. Metering is requirea to ve_-_f/ plant
• operating conditions. Report expected Ill-st q_Jartel F"{_i.
THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE
' PWC Norfolk - Pro]ect Leader - kick ilaci:
1.61
Supply system delayed delivery o2 ]'RACE software.
Delivery expected in Oct. Report completi,-,n planned for _
Nov. 91.
SMALL HYDROELECTRIC
MCB Camp Pendleton - Project Leader - Rick Mack
Small scale hydroelectric power is not economically
f_asible at this time. Water from the reservoirs is routed
to several, rather than one PRV station• Several turbines
would have to be installed, and the size of each would b_
too small to warrant the expense. Cost for el_ctrical
tie-in to the base grid further r_,duce= the , c;st
effectiveness, and only one manufacturer o_ small
hydroelectric equipment could be located. A_ at, alternatlv_
idea, pumped storage of water should be examined, especially
for future reservoirconstruction projects.
U'FILITIES MANAGEMENT, ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS PROGRAM
Program Manager: Joe Adams
REMOTE METERING
U. S Army, Fort Bliss - Proje_t Leader Chuck Zamites
Lightning strikes halted recorder operation. Lc.cJ_
_=,tall is attempting to correct the ,damage. The Army want_
N_ESA to monitor the recorder for one yeal to support their
shared savings contract. Final report on energy consumption
comparison to baseline equations delayed ,due tc, NEESA
personnel changes.
NAVHOSP, Great Lakes - Project Leade_- Joe Adam = -
A_ter appearing on the "dirty 30 llst" of the EAR, NAVHOSF
reversed earlier decision and wants to pu_ sue this £,_o]_ct.
We informed them of our requirements I,<,_ t_,elr su_po_-t an
have not zet received the support. F'z.:,]ect :_._ awai* i:,g
NAVHOSP action.
,_'BC Port. Hueneme - Project l_ead=__ ",,_._A,]_ o.:; - "_;-....
not actively pursuing this project. We wi L' r,ot put f,_: the
effort in unless they fund our participat i n.
1.52
PWC Norfolk (Load Shedding) - Project Leader - Joe
Adams - Report delayed due to NEESA personnel changes.
" Report completion expected Nov. 91.
SCADA
t
PWC San Francisco Bay - Project Leade_- - Adam Bartleson
- SCADA system has been operational for 21 months.
Numerous software errors have surfaced, but the contractor
has repaired most. We will inspect the systen_ lr] October,
and require remaining software errors be corrected. We
completed change order for phase 2 modifi_ations. Due to
reallocation oi _unds, award was postponed to Ilrst quarte_-
FYgl Planned completion of phase o is targeted fur Dec
91. Installed bandpass cavities or, system transmitter and
receiver. CALTRANS, and CHP have not complained about
transmission since the cavities were installed.
SCADA, F'WC Guam - Project Leadei- Adam Bartleson No
significant progress made. PWC needs to identify portions
of the project as either repair by replacer,lent, or" new
construction.
SCADA, PWC San Diego - Project Leader - Adam Bartlesor,
- We are providing specification and design rr.vlew lr,
coordination with the Army Corps of Engineers. Recommended
incorporating much of the Guam SCADA 3pecif_cation. The
Army Corp of Engineers are using an EMCS specification that
does not reflect commercially available 5CAE, A technolugy.
Our cost estimate for the 6@% design was considerably lower
than the designing A&E's cost estimate. We recommended the
A&E define and stablize the points list priol to issuing
_urther cost estimates.
• UTILi]'I_ iNSPECTION
NWC Charleston - Project Leade_- - Chuck Zamlte_ -
. Inlrared su_-vey completed. Roport dist_ibuted on time.
Favorable comments were received from the .:uztomer.
I .63
NAVSTA Treasure Island - Project Leader - Willlam
Pierce - Funding received, end of FY90. Input base map to
Autocad file. Expect to complete project in third quarter,
FYgl. Project to inspect storm drainage piping, and
recommend corrective actions.
//,
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Equipment for collecting,recording,reducing and analyzingenergy consumption
data is being applied at federal installationsto test the efficiencyof
energy conversion and distributionsystems,as well as specific energy end-
use applications. Mobile Energy Laboratories(MELs)are furnishedwith _h__o /
specializedtest equipment, standardizedtesting procedures,and provide a
secure work place when needed at an installation. For most applications,only
the equipment is transportedto an installation.
The MELs are operated by PacificNorthwest LaboratoryI (PNL) for the
Departmentof Energy (DOE) Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP) in
associationwith several sponsoringfederal agencies,and by the Naval
Engineeringand EnvironmentalServices Activity. Testing is currently
underway at over [20?] sites around the country.
The test equipment is used to measure electricaldistributionsystem and end-
use energy consumption,steam and water distributionsystem efficiency,
lighting levels,combustion and delivery efficiencies,temperature,humidity,
weather, and ventilationand air flow characteristics. Portable computers are
used to acquire, process, analyze, and displaydata for on-site evaluation.
Trained PNL engineersand specialistswork with installationpersonnelto
identify and conduct tests as appropriate. In addition, PNL is developing
standards-society-recognizedtest proceduresfor applying thmtest equipment
and conducting the tests, mrz_//.zyi_vp_r6)o_o_j
Once a test is completed, a test report is prepared that includes recommended
actions for improvingenergy efficiency,a-l-eme_-,eC_-Ma life-cycle cost analysis_r
recommendedmodifications. The test results provide valuable
informationto the installationdecisionmakers developing overall strategies
for managing energy resourcesand meeting energy reductiongoals.
i/_
This article describesrecent testing activitiesat_installations using
MEL capabilities. These are" I) end-use metering evaluation of interior and
exterior lighting awarenessprogram in a large multipurposebuilding at Fort
2) - " '-_^-_^- ,_,,_,,_ l_v_lo _-_ l_g,ht_,,_Carson, Colorado; m==surcmc,,t_cf _........l_'-- _ ,,_ " --
analysis_om=-_ff-theel-^ _ " + _-_Ir_in, C_lifor_ia; _) metering and ectrical distribution •
system characteristics at Fort Lewis, Washington; and3_) [selected NEESA
application]. The important findings and recommendations based on the test
results are summarized.
IpacificNorthwest Laboratoryis operated by Battelle Memorial Institute
for the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.
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INTRODUCTION
The Mobile Energy Laboratory (MEL) is equipped for testing
and evaluation of energy use efficiency at federal facilities.
Enerz7 usage metering, testing and analysis equipment is
provided .to test the efflclenc7 of energy conversion and
distribution systems, as well as the various end-use
appllcatlqns. The equipment includes energy end-use metering,
• steam and water distribution system efflc_enc-/, llgrltlng
levels, combustion and delivery efflclencles, tempmrature,
humidity, weather, and ventilation and air flow characteristics
measurement equipment.
Specific standardized test procedures are developed for
common investigations. Specially trained engineers and
technicians are provided to conduct tests in a safe and
efficient manner with the assistance o£ host facility staff and
contractors. Reports are produced to describe test procedures,
results, and suggested courses of action. These reports can be
used to Justify changes in operatlng procedures, maintenance
efforts, system designs, or energy using equipment. The MEL
capabilities can subsequently be used to assess the results of
energy conservation projects.
Four MEL_were originally configured by the U.S. Department
of Energy Federal Enerk-/ Management _ Pro&ram (DOE/FEMP).
Although the MELs are the pro_--rty of the DOE, .a MEL. is
prlnclpali7 assigned to each of the £ollowlng feoeral agencles:
1) Department Of the Army, 2) Department of the Navy, _3)
Department of the Air Force. and 4) Department of Energy. Tne
DOE assigns new equipment and upgrades existing e_l_ment, as
new capabilltles are developed. The equi_ent ano tralneo
technicians are made available to federal agencies that providefundlnE for the direct costs associated _Ith MEL use as
Identi£1ed below.
TESTING ACTIVITIES
The MELs are currently operated by Paci£1_ Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) for the DOE/F_ in association with several
sponsoring federal aEencles, and by the Naval Engineering and
Environmental Services Activity, Testing is currently underway.
at over 20 Department of Defense and other federal sites arouno
the country.
Recent testing activities at three instaliatlons include:
1) end-use metering evaluation of interior and exterior
lighting awareness program in a large multipurpose building at
Fort Carson, Colorado;
2) metering and analysis of the electrical distribution system
characteristics at Fort Lewis, Washington; and
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3) [selected NEESA application].
The tests conducted at each of these sites is described
along wlth the important findings, recommendations and economic
and/or energy impact.
Fort Carson Testln_
Testing was conducted at Fort Carson during the period o£
II January1989 to 14 Fe_ 1990. The purpose of thls MKL
test was to monitor electric power consumption and demand In
Building 8030 to determine the £ractlons of to%al !cad
attributable to interior and exterior llghtlng and to determine
the effects of an interior llghtlng conservation awareness
program and a delamplng project Involvlng the exterior llghtlng
system, uulldlng 8030 ls a ft2 multipurpose maintenance and
o£flce facility
The purpose of the test was to determine llghtlng's share
of the total building electrical energ_ co_nsumptlon and peak
demand, and to evaluate programs Instituted to reduce lighting
consumption and demand.
Test Ducrlp_lon and Proceduru
MHL Test Procedure #I for electrical end-use monitoring
was followed, The test involved monltorln_ electric power
demand for all end-use clrcults--Includlng. _nterlor lighting
clrcults, exterior lighting circuits and the maln power
clrcult--In Bulldlng 8030. The site instituted an Interior
llRhtlng awareness program on 90/02/02 and an exterior llght
delamplng program on 90702/01 at BulldlnE 8030.
Temt Apparatus and Instrumentation
A 56-channel field data acquisition system (FDAS) and 48
current transformers (CTs) were installed In Buildlng 8030.
Data were collected rmotely at PNL over a dedicated telephone
line d_lns the l_lod o£ monltorlns.
Ruults
_ntertor Llshtlng. Figure 1 shows the weekly energy
consumption totaIs and weekly peak 15-minute demands for
lntarl_or lighting. Note that llghtln_ consumption tended
towarms the pre-awareness program levels after the lnltlal
reduction In early February i989.. This shows the need to
periodically remind occupants that the conservation program is
being taken seriously by management. The renewed emphasis on
llghtlng awareness after told-July 1989 is apparent in weekl,y
lighting consumptions for the last half o£ the year ShOWn in
Flgurel.
Figure 2 shows weekday and weekend average day profiles
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before and after initiation o£ the lighting awareness program.
Consumption during the period 89/02/02-89/03/24 averages 4.3 kW
and consumption during the period 89/01/01-89/02/01 averages
10.9 kW. This indicates that a 50% savings in electrical
consumption resulted from the lighting conservation program.
The correspqndlng reduction in peak 15-mlnute demand cannot pe
determined from _ the average profiles, however analysis of the
raw data shows that the peak demand diu_Ingthe period 89/02/02-
• 89/03/24 was 14.3 kW and that the peik during the period
89/01/01-89/02/01 was 14.5 kW. The reduction in peak demand is
therefore less than 2_.
Ener27 ConsumDtlon _eak Electric Demand
Before After Before After
10.8 4.3 _ kW 14.5 14.3 kW95 39 /
E_erlor LIghtlnE. Figure 3 shows the weekly energy
consumption totals and weekly peak 15-mlnute demands for
exterior lighting around Building 8030. Figure 4 shows weekday
and weekend average day profiles before and after the delamplng
project. Consumption during the period 89/02/02-89/03/24 Is
40_ less than consumption durlnE the period 89/01/01-89/02/01.
The corresponding rt_uctlon in peak 15-mlnute demand Is about
30_.
Ener_n,Consumotlon _eak Electrlc De_and
Before After Before After
7.8 4.7 _. kW 16.3 11.6 kW68 42 ./
Butldlng Total. Flguce 5 shows the weekly energZ
consumption totals and weekly peak 15-minute demands ct
Building 8030. Note that the subst_t!al reductions in
lighting consumption cannot be reliably estimated from the
whole building data because the lighting reductions are masked
by large variations in other loads within the building. For
example, building total electrical consumption increased
significantly during the tim_ periods 89/07/17-89/08/09 and
89/12/13-90/O1/16 when llghtlng consumption was constant or
decreasing.
The consumption during the period 89/01/11-89/03/29
averages 216 kW or 1900 MWh/yr. The peak demand in January is
450 kW and about the same in FebruarY. These numbers are used
to calculate the c_n.t.rlhu_ions J_o_:¢L1J.ctL_igLo_ai load that
Interlor and exterior lighting represent.
Eoonoll¢ Anal_Is
The cost of an O_ program fs hard to estimate but is
• usually assumed to be negligible because an O_M program does
not require additional labor or materials, only changes in
existing procedures. It is therefore usually assumed that any
O&M that saves money and energy Is ]ustlfled and a formal
estimate of years to dlscounted payback is not required. We
therefore estimate only the savings expected for the llEhtlng
conservation programs being evaluated in this test.
The Installatlon is served bF the Colorado Sprln_s
Department of Utilities. The monthly demand charge Is
$5,76/kW. The consumption charge Is $0.0254/kWh, The supply
cost adjustment varies monthly; lt ranged between $0.0024 and
$0.0048 per kWh and averaged $0.00332 per kWh in the fourth
quarter of 1988.
Interlor L/ghtlnE. Savings in consumption and demand
charges resultlnE from the lighting awareness program are as
follows:
kWh kW $
Consumptlon: 56300 0.0287 1615
Demand: 0.23 5.76"12 !5
Total: 1630
E_erlor Lighting. . Savings In consumption and demand
charges resulting from the exterior delamplng program are as
follows:
kWh kW $
Consumption: 25900 0.0287 745
Demand: 4.68 5.76"12 ,325
Total: 1070
Recommendations and Conclusions
It is clear from the lighting power monitoring results and
the economic analysis that substantial savln_s are posslble by
delamplng and occiA_antawareness. The annual savings that can
be achieved in Buildln_ 8030 by having departlnE occupants turn
out their lights IS $1600/7r. -This savings comes from a 608
reduction in li_htlng energy consumption. The reduction in
peak demand was insignificant, as expected.
The annual savings that can be achieved by delamplng o£
the exterior lighting system Is $1100/7r. Thls savings comes
from a 408 reduction in llEhtlnE energy consumption and a 408
reduction in peak lighting demand.
These flRures indicate that a program involving all non-
residential buildings on the base can result In sf_tantial
savlngs. Based on the BEPS energy use intensity numbers for
electrical consumption in standard building categories and the
building inventory reported lp the Fort Carson Energy
Consumption Report we conclude that llghtlng accounts tor at
least 25% of Fort Carson's electrical consumption. Assuming
that Building 8030 is representative of the Interlor/exterlor
llEhtlng m!x (70_ interior lighting and 30% exterior lighting)
and conservation potential for non-resldentlal buildings, a
basewlde savlnEs o£ I0_ or S300,000 per year Is possible.
Fort Lewls Testing
• The testlnE at Fort Lewis was conducted during the period
16 July 1989 to 26 November 1989. The purpose of this test was
to measure the electric demand profile o£ Fort Lewis and
determine the relative contrlbutlon to that demand of each of
• the three substations and associated feeder lines. This
information is then used to Justify further monitoring or
analysis to identify energy conservation opportunities.
Test Dea_rlpt_on and Proae_es
Electrical use data (watts and power factor) were
collected at 15 minute intervals over a period of approxlmatelx
four months. The three electrical sub_tatlons and associated
feeders (Army South-4 feeders, Army Central-9 feeder@, and.
Madlman-3 feeders) were monitored. The data were collected
simuItaneousl7 to account for load shifts and to determine
installation peak demand.
Test AI_Paratumand Instrumentatlon
Current and voltage transformers which had already been
installed for the splnnlng-dlsk kWH meters were used together
with four SynerEistlc C180 logEers to collect the data.
Results
The total hourly electrical demand for Fort Lewis is shown
in Figures 6 to 8. FIEure 1 shows a qomparlson of the ave.raRe
weekday folds for the months o£ July, SeptemDer, and November.
FIEures 7 and 8 show daily folds for a representative month for
a weekday and weekend, respectively:, These £1gures ana otherswith shaded areas (the folded flgures) show the 95_
confidence intervals for the data. The confidence intervals
EIve a Rood indication of the range o£ data used in the
calculatlon of the average (solid llne).
. These data indicate that the monthly load factor for the_
slte averages approxlmately 1.45. Due to the slmilarlty pf
profiles .acro.ssdifferent seasons, it appears that most of the
electric loads are not temperature dependent and opportunities
for electrical energy (kWh) cost savings probably exceed demand
(kW) cost savings.
Submtat_on ITof_les
• Figures 9, I0, and 11 show a comparison of averaEe weekday
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folds for the months o£ July. September. and November• These
figures Indicate that the demand profiles for each of the three
suDstatlons shift horizontall7 and/or vertically on a monthly
basis. For the tests shown, the total demand (bo,h overall and
peak) is Ereatest during the month of November. The tlme of
peak dmand for the months of September and November is
approximatelY0800 hours. However. the time of _eak shifts to
Ii00 hours during the summer month of July. Thls may be the
result of cooling loads which occur on a seasonal basis. The
remaining figures show dally folds for a representative month
for a weekday and weekend, respectlvely.
The data shows that during the tlme of peak demand, the
demand profiles Of the fort as well as the individual
sub6tatlons are relatlvel7 flat. As a consequence, there are
llmit_,d ol_orttmities for peak shavlng--at least at the
sub_tatlon level. The Armf Central substation appears to have
the most potential for re_uclng the peak demand since lt has
the most pronounced peak and accounts for nearly 50_ o£ the
total fort demand.
The demand profile data for the 9 active feeders qf the
Army Central submtatlon show peak demands for two of the
feeders which coincide wlth the 0800 hours Arm7 central
substatlonpeak. Shifting the peak demands o£ these two
feeders would llkelF reduce the overall peak of the substation
but would not brlnR about a 81Enlflcant savinEs In demand
charges. The Arm7 Central subetatlon peak Is more accurately
described as a bump qn a hill and shavlnE off the bump will
still leave most of the hill and the savlngs will not
necessarlly be substantlal
The remaining feeders in the A series have daily profiles
which either do not have pronounced peaks or have peaks which
occur at times not coincident with the Army Central substation
peak demand.
The demand profiles data for the four feeders o£ the Army
South s.ubstatlon show dally demand profiles of these_feeders
are relatively flat and do not have dominant peaks. Also. the
.peaks. which do occur do not always coincide with the peak
oem_nd time Eor the substation. As a consequence, it Is
difficult to Identify areas of potential energy savings.
The demand profile data for the three £oeders o£ the
Hadlgan substation, show relatively flat peaks for one feeder
(Mi) and fairly well-defined peaks for feeders M2 and H3.
Both" M2 and M3 have daily demand profiles with shapes very
similar to that o£ the HadlEan substation. Since they account
for approximately 95_ o£ the total demand, the characteristics





One o£ the major issues to be examined In this study was
the effect of comblnlnR the electrical demand from the three
substations into a total coincident demand. This modification
could potentially reduce the overall metered peak demand (and
.peak demand .charges) of the fort. The ma_91tude by which
aemand Is reauced depenos upon the relatlve values o£ the _ak
demands of the three substations and the times they occur.
Figures 12 to 14 show the total peak electric demand for Fort
• Lewis for the months of JulYL September, and November
respectively. Bach figure Inclbdes bohh the independent and
concurrent demand calculations. The total independent demand
calculation Is made by determlnlng the peak demand from each of
. the substations for the month and then summlng them to get the
total demand. The concurrent demand calculation Is made by
summlnf__the demands from the three substations and using that
sum to determine the overall peak demand for the month.
The flgures indicate that there Is a smal! difference
between the two calculations for the data shown. For th_ test
p_iod o£ July through November_the two demand calculations
differ by_ an average of aPDroxlmate_y 700 kW (2.3_). The
smallest differences occurred during the summer months of July
and August (less than 500 kW). The largest differences
occurred oh/rlng the fall months of October and November
(greater than 900 kW).
Factor DeterBlnatlon
Figures 15 to 18 show weekday folds of the power factors
of Fort Lewls and the three substations. The daily profiles of
the power factors for the fort (total)o substations, and
feeders were found to be fairly consistent from weekday to
weekend as well as month to month• Thus, only a weekday _old
from a representative month Is shown for each. The fls_res
also include the 95_ confidence intervals to provide an
indication o£ the variation around the average.
The data show that the power factors of 9 feeders of the
Army Central are between 0,85 and 1.0. The data shows the
power factors o£ the 4 feeders o£ the Army South substation
differ sIsnlflcantlz from 1.0. For the time period of testlngL
the power factors of these feeders range from approxlmate_y,u./
to 0.9. The feeder $2 has the worst power factor wlth a
minimum aver_Ing near 0.70, The remalnlng feeders all have
minimum power factors which fall In the range of 0.75 to 0.8.
The power factor data for the MadIEan substation falls
wlthln the range o£ 0.8 to 0.9.
The results o£ this test can be summarized aB follows.
' The potential for reducing the peek demand at the
substations and the site as a whole appears to be limited.
• Thls Is mainly a result of the nature of the substation demand
ro£11es which is primarily driven by the type o£ activities at
he site and the mild site climate.
• Combining the three substations and calculating the
electric demand concurrently will reduce the peak demand by
approximately 2.3_.
• The power factors o£ most o£ the feeders on the three
substations fell in the acceptaLle rat)ge of 0.8 to 1.0.
However several o£ the feeders had power factors significantly
below 0.8. In.vestlgatlon o£ the end uses' for these feeders
is needed to Petter understand the reasons for the low power
factors.
_onomlc B%_luatlon
Electrical metering (kWh and kW) for utlllty billing
purposes occurs at three substatlons: Army Central, Army South,
and Madigan. The metered data indicate that approximately 70_.
of the monthly blll is for energy (kWh) charges and 30W for
demand (kW) charges. The Army Central substation accounted for
53.3_ of the total costs whlle the Army South and Madlgan
substations accounted for 34.1 and 12.6_ of the total costs,
respectively.
If meterlnE for billing purposes were consolidated at a
new single sulfation, data from the perlod 16 July to 26
November indicate that monthly savlnEs in demand charges would
range from $1488 to $2929 per month. Assuming comparable
savings for the balance o£ the year. centralized metering for
billlng purposes would reduce annual electrical demand charges
for tl_eentire site by approximately $28,000/year. (Actual site
demand would remain unchanged, )
L_ecomendatlone and Cor_lumlorw
Zt Is clear from the demand monitoring data that there are
only llmlted opportunities for savings by demand shifting or
peak shaving. -The maJorlt7 of the savlnEs appears to be in
reducing the baseline energy usage (kWh) through cost-effectlve
conservatlon programs.
Further examination (and identification) of the loads on
Indlv!dual feeders wt11 help Identl£y energy savlnEs as well as
power factor correction opportunities. This can be
accomplished through targeted individual building metering.
Thls Information is useful for developlng conservatlon programs
by IdentlfYlnE where the largest savings potential could be





MAP # TEST DESCRIPTION STATUS
FORT CARSON [InitialSite Visit 01/89]
CARSON-O01 Building 8030 Lighting and End Use Taking Data Until 06/91
Metering (ReportWritten)
CARSON-O02 Combustion Efficiency/WasteOil Burn EquipmentRemains 09/90
CARSON-O03 Building 8000 CompressorEvaluation Testing Completed 01/91
FORT LEWIS [InitialSito Visit 05/89]
LEWIS-O0? ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile EquipmentRc.Roved12/89
LEWIS-O03 Sewage Treatment Plant Profile EquipmentRemoved 12/89
LEWIS-O05 Commissary ElectricUsage Profile EquipmentRemoved 12/89
LEWIS-OO6-RI Steam & HTHW Usage Evaluation Testing Completed03/91
LEWIS-OO7-RI BarracksHeat Demand Testing Completed03/91
LEWIS-OO9 Helicopter SimulationBuildingTripout Testing to Start 04/91
FORT SAM HOUSTON [InitialSite Visit 08/89]
FSAMH-O01 Air ConditionerControllerEvaluation EquipmentRemoved 08/89
FSAMH-O02 Chiller PerformanceEvaluation Testing Completed 10/90
FSAMH-O03 Hot Water Controller Evaluation Testing Deferred 10/90
FSAMH-O04 Laundry Boiler CombustionEfficiency Testing Deferred 10/90
FORT IRWIN [InitialSite Visit 09/89]
IRWIN-O01 ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Testing Completed 10/90
IRWIN-O02 Office Building ElectricUse Profile Testing Completed 10/90
IRWIN-O03 Office BuildingLighting Levels Testing Completed 12/89
HUNTER ARMY AIR FIELD [InitialSite Visit 10/89]
HUNTR-O01 ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Testing Completed 01/91
HUNTR-O02 Chiller PerformanceEvaluation Testing Completed09/90
FORT STEWART [Initial Site Visit 10/89]
• STWRT-OOI-RI ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Testing Completed09/90
STWRT-OO2-RI Main Power Plant ElectricUse Profile Taking Data Until 09/91
. FORT MCPHERSON [InitialSite Visit 11/89]
FTMAC-O01 Boiler Combustion/DeliveryEfficiency EquipmentRemoved 08/90
FTMAC-O02 Building 200 Electric Profile EquipmentRemoved 01/91
FTMAC-O03 Combustion EfficiencySmall Boilers EquipmentRemoved 08/90
2.1
STATUS OF PNL MAPS (cont.)
FORT GILLEM [InitialSite Visit 11/89]
FTGIL-O01 WarehouseTemperatureStratification Testing Deferred 02/91
FTGIL-O02 Boiler Shutdown Evaluation Testing Deferred 02/91
FORTORD [Initial Site VTsit 04/90] ,
4
FTORD-O01 Peak Demand at PX and Meter Calibration Test _'otNeeded 12/90
FTORD-O02 Well Water Pumps Electric Demand Testing Deferred 04/91
FTORD-O03 ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Testing Started 12/90
FTORD-O04 Hospital End Use Characterization Testing Started 12/90
FTORD-O05 Hospital Boiler Delivery Efficiency Testing Completed 12/90
FORT RILEY [InitialSite Visit 07/90]
RILEY-O01 ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Testing Deferred 01/91
RILEY-OOZ Chiller Delivery Efficiency Testing to Start 08/91
RILEY-O03 Chiller Cooling Load Determination Testing to Start 08/91
LAKE CITY ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT [Initial Site Visit 09/90]
LKCITY-O01 Measure Lighting Levels and Determine Submitted to Site 11/90
Lighitng ConservationOpportunities
LKCITY-O02 Measure ElectricalOutput and Condition Submittedto Site 11/90
of Backup Deisel Generators
LKCITY-O03 Measure Long-TermSeasonal Temperature Submitted to Site 11/90
and Humidity Levels in ChargingAreas























STATUS OF PNL REPORTS
REPORT # REPORT TITLE STATUS
FORT CARSON
CARSON-O01 Building 8030 Lighting and End Use Fine.lto Site 07/90
• Metering
CARSON-O02 CombustionEfficiency/WasteOil Burn Final to Site 07/90
CARSON-O03 Building 8000 Compressor Evaluation Draft to SAS 03/91
FORT LEWIS
LEWIS-O02 ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Final to SAS 11/90
LEWIS-O03 Sewage Treatment Plant Profile Draft to SAS 04/91
LEWIS-O05 Commissary Electric Usage Profile Final to SAS 10/90
LEWIS-OO6-R1 Steam & HTHW Boiler Testing Start Data Anal. 04/91
LEWIS-OO7-RI Barracks Heat Demand Start Data Anal. 04/91
LEWIS-O09 HelicopterSimulationBuildingTripout Testing to Start 04/91
Ft. Lewis ElectricEnergy Baseline and Final to FEMP 04/91
EfficiencyResource Assessment
FORTSAIl HOUSTON
FTSAM-O01 Air ConditionerController Evaluation Accepted by Site 07/90
FSAMHoO02 Chiller PerformanceEvaluation Start Data Anal. 11/90
FSAMH-O03 Hot Water ControllerEvaluation Testing Deferred 09/90
FSAMH-O04 Laundry Boiler Delivery Efficiency Testing DeFerred 09/90
FORT IRWIN
IRWIN-O01 ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Draft to SAS 04/91
IRWIN-O02 Office Building ElectricUse Profile Start Data Anal. 02/91
IRWIN-O03 Measured Lighting Levels in Four Office Final to SAS 08/90
Buildings
HUNTER ARMY AIR FIELD
HUNTR-O01 ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Start Data Anal. 01/91
HUNTR-O02 Chiller PerformanceEvaluation Start Data Anal. 11/90
• FORT STEWART
STWRT-OOI-RI ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Draft to SAS 04/91
• STWRT-OO2-RI Main Power Plant ElectricUse Profile Start Data Anal. 10/91
FORT MCPHERSON
FTMAC-O01 Boiler Combustion/DeliveryEfficiency Final to SAS 10/90
FTMAC-O02 Building 200 ElectricalProfile DraFt to SAS 04/91
FTMACoO03 Combustion Efficiency Small Boilers Final to SAS 10/90
Feasibility Analysis for a Shared Energy Final to FEMP 02/91
Savings Lighting Retrofit at Ft. McPherson
4.1
STATUSOF PNL TEST REPORTS(cont.)
FORT GILLEM
FTGIL-O01 Warehouse TemperatureStratification Testing DeFerred 02/91
FTGIL-O02 Boiler Shutdown Evaluation Testing Deferred 02/91
FORTORD Site Visit Report 04/90 ,
FTORD-O01 Peak Demand at PX and Meter Calibration Test Not Needed 12/90
FTORD-O02 Well Water Pumps Electric Demand Testing Deffered 04/91
FTORD-O03 ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Testing Started 12/90
FTORD-O04 Hospital End Use Characterization Testing Started 12/90
FTORD-O05 Hospital Boiler Delivery Efficiency Start Data Anal. 02/91
FORT RILEY Site Visit Report 07/90
RILEY-O01 ElectricalDistributionSystem Profile Testing Deferred 02/91
RILEY-O02 Chiller Delivery Efficiency Testing to Start 08/91
RILEY-O03 Chiller Cooling Load Determination Testing to Start 08/91
LAKECITY ARMYAMMUNITIONPLANT
Temperature/HumidityStudy in Buildings Final to Site 12/90
#3 and #65 ChargingWings
-,
NATIONALNAVAL MEDICAL CENTER ..
Energy Use BaseliningStudy for the Draft to Site 03/91
National Naval Medical Center
MARITIME ADMINISTRATION/MERCHANTMARINE ACADEMY
U.S. MaritimeAdministrationMerchant Draft to Site 04/91
Marine Academy Monitoringto Support a
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